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ABSTRACT

This project was designed to identify student Infor-

mation-processing responses that mediate teaching effects

in classroom environments. To achieve this ptirpoSe, a

'model was constructed from a Comprehensive 'review of research

dm (a) human information process.ing and (b) classroom pro-

cesses and teaching effectivenegs. The model that emerged

from the analysis'was based oh the concept of "task," i.e.,

a situational framer that defines a goal and a set of opera--
,

tirs necessary to achieve That goal. The macrostructure

tasks provides instructions for building schemata that

connect goals a.nd cognitive opePations designed to achieve

these goals. These schemata, in turn, set the stage for

. monitoring classroom events and selecting content and

instruCtional prompts to accomplish tasks. Pupil pursuit,

in other words, are guided by,the tasks they experience in
(

classrooms. The task mod61 as two important contributiOnS..

First, the model defines tcle cognitive operations thatycon-

nect idassroom events,to outcomes. Second, the model connects

teavhing processes with conWipt by defining the curriculum

in use in the classrooms. The task model appear to be a

useful foundation for building a'theory of how teaching

effects occur,. Such a theory is necessary to interpret

results of research on teaching effectiveness, and forpulate

questions for fur her 1ng4ry into classroomh.

I



0 Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

91

Proposals for incorporating
student variables into

teaching effectiveness formulabtions have increEised sharply

in recent years (see, for instance,
Bennett,,1978; Berliner,

1976;Harnischfe,ger8i Wiley, 1976; Power, 1977; Walker, 1976;

Winne & Marx, 1977). Most of thpse proposals have contained

some.form of a medlating process paradigm (see Doyle, 1977b,

f,Ormore details). .According to this paradigm, learning

4utcomes are a function of student processes, or what

Harnischfeger &Wiley (1976) called "pupil purkilits."
,

TeaChing processes, in turn, are seen 'as factors which

influence pupil pursuits. In this view, teaching does not

affect achiexement directly. Rather; teaching effects'are

mediated by what students do in instructional settings.

Advocates of this paradigm argue that a medional model

will inc:rease 6ur understanding of provss-product rela-

tionships and provide a guide for fu'rther inquiry.

f

As they now stand, most mediating process models are

\.

fairly primitive, often "Being little more than an assertion
4.

that student processes come between teaching processes and
, , w

outcomes. The present project was design,pd to elab rate
...

\

e O

more fully the mediational fram6work by pulling opther'
le-,--

,
.

r

)

t)

I

A

information from several.sources to identify more specifically°

the student responses that are likely to.mediate. teaching

. -effects in classroom,settings. Fhe major outcometi-of the

,-

''.i
,

,
1

.I.A
r

.



analysis are presented in this report.
, As an introduction,

the present chapter provides a description of the-general*

nature-q the project and the organization of the report.

._J
The Natureof the Project

The project was structured around three broa:d areas of

concern: (1) student information processing; (2) the char-

acteristics of classroom environments; and (3) effective

teaching. The central activity of the project, in bringing

these three areas together,was the conStructil n.of a con-

\ ceptual'model of the student processps that connect class-
,

rooM events to learning outcomes (Of the value of models,

see Cooley, 1978; Glass, 1976, Suppes,e1974). This section

containP a description of how this mOdel'building.was done.

Sources Consulted,

Adirect empirical approach to idntifying student pro-

cesses that mediate teachihg effects in classrooms typically

involves sudh techniques as stimulated recall or inserted
A

. questions. In stimulated recall, a recording of the class
s

meeting is played back.to students and they are asked to

desc5be their thoughts at certain critical.points* (see

Bloom, 1953; Siegel, Siegel, tapretta, Jones, & Berkowitz,

1963). n using insered questions, the lesson itself is

Atopped apd students are asked tizt describe" their thoughts

1

During .the course of the project,.several papers that

dealt with aspects of the analysis of mediating responses
were written (see *Doyle, 1977b; 197,8a, 1978b,' 1979a, 1979b;
1979c). An interim report of the project.was present'ed at
the 1978 meeting of, the American Educational Research Asso-

ciation in Toronto (Doyle1-1978c).
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at the moment before the lesson was interrUpted (see Hudgins,

1967; Olsen, 1979J. .Reports of student thoughts are then

rated in tei-ms of their relevance'to the content of the les-

,

son at the time the recording was stopped or the session waS
. .

interrupted.
owlaw

4 In most cases, these techniques have been used with

college-age populations. At the elementary and secondary

levers, inserted questions seem to be particularly disruptive,

and stimulated recall seems to place hea'vy demands 1n student

memoni... In additiony'using these techniques to go beyond a

simple distinction between relevant and irrelevant thoughts
t

to more spesAfic aspects of information processing would seem

to demand considerable analytical awareness of cognitive

behavior by pupils. Such analytical awareness is likely to
\

be_uncomMon (see Brown & Campione, 1977; Hymes, 197g; Mandler,

1975).

For the.present project, an alternative route was chosen:

viz., a review of available information that was likely to

lead to hypotheseg concerning student mediating responses in

teaching effectiveness. The.information was-selected pri

marily from six domains: (1) prose learning reseai.ch; (2)

instructional psyChology; (3) student behavior research; (4)

stuUent'Perception esearch; (5) classroom process studies;"

2
and (6) reading research.

2
The review phase of the project was largely completed

by August, 1978. General reviews of research relevant to

the project Which have appeared since that time (e.g., Brophy,
1979; Hoge &sLuce, 1979; Good, 1979; Mayer,1979) havy.been
used for this report.
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'Butigg the course of the project, these six domainp were

grouped into two broad areas: (1) research on,prose compre-

hension and memoryj and (2) research on classroom proc4s6S.

The following comments are designed to cla'rify the chaiacter

of each of these areas.

Research on prose comprehension and memory. As

expected, the'field of prose learning research was a rich

source of data and conceptualizations for the project. From

Rothkopf's (1970: 1976) studies of mathemagenic behaviors,

Rohwer's (1972, 1973) work on elaboration.'in learning noun-

pair lists,.and R. C. Anderson's (1971) research on imaging,

Which were used when the project was being formulated, the

field has expAnded dramafacally. The rangeof te4xts which

%

have been studied hag broadened from word lists to sentences,

paragraphs, and stories (FraSe, 1975; McConkie, 1977; Kintsch,

. 1977; Rumelhart, 1975; Sfeln, 1979). In additiono sophisti-

,

cate4 models have been developed to describe the semantic

structure'of long-term memory (ruschemata" or "Scripts'). and

the operations in shor,t-term and woArking memories that govern
# "

tffe reception, processing, and retrdeval of information (see,

e.g.; J. R. Andepon 1976; J. R. Anderson'& Bower, 1973;.

R. C, Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 1977; BobroW.& Collins,

1975; Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979; Clark 4 Clark 1977;

.Craik, '1979; Estes, 1976,' 1978; Gregg, 1974; Just & Carpenter,

1977.; Kintsch, 1974; Klahr, 1976, NeissL, 1976; NeWell 4

Simon, 197; Norman & Rumelhart, 1975; Resnick, 1976; Schank
oft

& Abelson, 1977; Shaw & Bransford,.1977'; Thorndyke & Hayes-

Roth, 1979).

4
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-For AOposes of the pr'Oject, the domains of instructional
.

,
.

psychOlogy and reading were Subsumed into the area of prose. -

V

comprehension research. In 8cath.domains, models and research

in cognitive psyctiologY arei being widely applied (sep,

,

Glaser, 1976; Greeno, 1978; Guthrie & Tyler, 1978; Rumelhart,
p.

1977; Wittrock & Lums,daine, 1977).. One advantage of studies

in the design fields of anstructional, psychology'and reading

is that they tend to focus on tasks which are closely related

to those encount&red in schools. These design fields alsO

provide helpful exampl s of how to analyze the information:-

piloc6ssiiit requirements of different learning tasks (see,

e.g., Resnick, 1976).

.
2. ReSearch on classroom processes.! During the pro-

.

ct, studies of student behavior and of teachinewre com-

411Aed into a general category' of .reSearch on classroom

processes. To an increasing degree, research on teaching

has begun to,include student vaH.Ales (see Good, 1979;

Rosenshine, 1976)0

.

behavior research an

As a result, the domains of student

d teaching research have converged.

Much of this woi'k -on student variables has focused on mdi-

cators of attention, compliance, and active participation

(see Cartledge lz Milburn1.1978;.Hoge & Luce, 1979).

(

Two major sourues of data on classroom proce'sseS were
.

consulted. The first source was recent studies of teaching

effectiveness (AndersOn, Evertson, 4 Brophy, 1979; Benngtt,

-1976; Calfee & Calfee, 1976; Evertson, Andersqn, Brophy,

1978; Fisher; FilVy, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, Moore, '4

5

111

p.
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Berliner, 478; Good & Grouws, 1975, 1979; Lambert &

Harjsough,)1976; McDonald IL Elias, 1976; Solomon & Kendall,
4

1979; St11ings, 1975; Tikunoff, Berliner, & Rit, 1975).

With recent improvements in sample selection and observa-

tional methods, these studies have become An important

resource for inIormation about a wide'range of classrooms. .4*

The second source was-classroom .studies,...based on anthro-

pological'or.participant obse'rvation methdds.(BosSert, 1977;

Ifremme & Erickson, 1977 Glandon, ,1975; Gump, 1967;. Ham- '*t

mersley & WoodsT 1976; JenTs, 1972; Lundgren, .1977; Mc

Dermott, 1977;-Mehan, 1979; Metz, 1979; Miran, 1975;

PotteT, 19741 Short, 1975;.Sieber, 1976; StodoIsky, 1975;

Stubbs & DIglmont, 1976; Woods, 1979; Woods & Hammersley,..

1977). ,Studies in this secOnd area are'often more*diffi-
.

cult to locate, and the dimersity of. methods an'd theoretical

approaches often complicates the tasks of comparison and

Interpretation. In addition; few of these studies,focUs

explicitly-on academic achievement or Ahe relation between

c4ssroom prbcesses and outcomes. Consistent with,the dis-

ciplines wlthin whichilmost of these studies are conduqyed,
9, s

attention is directed to language forms and social inter-

action or'to socialization and enculturation rather than

.acadelnic'achievement. As a result;.the applicdtion of suCh

studies to issues of teaching effectiveness is not always

obVious or direct. Nevertheless, studies in this tradition
0

provide rich descriptions of the event structure of class- .

0.

'row; environmepts.

41,
4

a

ty.



SelectiVity of the Review

As these brief,descriptions suggeqt, information use-

tul-in understanding-student mediatir* respbnses.is scattered

through a wide range of publfshed and 'unpublished rePorts,

4
not all of which are primarily concerned with,classrbom

teachingTheyefore, a large number of doCuments were

acquired and examined during*.the course-of the project.

Nevertheless, .thereview phase of the work.,was selective.

W simply not possible td review, adequately all of the-

potentjally)yeTevant sources.

The sel,ectivity,of the literature review was guided in

three major *ays. First, special emphasis was placed on ,

student behaviors related to academicjearning in natural

classroot settings at the elementa'ry and secondary'levels.

This-ephasis od not rule out studies in laboratories or in

othqr nonschool settingS. For a study to be considered,

howevee, it had to contain.subject matter.at least analogousr
to abademic content. In addition, studies in prescLol set-

tings or at the college level were cOnsidere,d.only if they..

were especially, relevant to the'tocus of the project.

Finally, classrOom st ie's which did nOt contain information

about.processes actua ly used in accomplishing academic tasks

,

(e.g., studies of 'cognitive style) were not given primary
ei

4
attention. A

Re,

Second, the conceptual model itselfj as it evolved

during the project, served as a'devige for sharpening and

directing the search throvgh th4 research domains: That is,

7



1
the tocus of the project was on'the modfl of mediating pro-

cesses in Clas8rooms rather than on cataloguing available

literature in each of the six domains. As the model began
. , .

to take form, some areas Of research were no longer consulted".;,

./
For example, studies'in the field of reading which focused

on instantaneous signal detection, such as Goughvs (1976)

analysis ol one second of reading or LaBerge and.SamuelS's
1

(1976) studies of aUtomaticity, were eventually seen as only

indirectly related.to the type of mediating model that was.

emerging from the project. 'ISuch studieS may be-useful,

however, for unaerstandink.teacher ihformation,processingin

classrooms. See Doy1e,.1979.)

Finally, the broad definitions of Selected Area A -in

the NIE Basic.Skills Research Grants Announcement oriented

the project toward achievement in the basic academic skills.

-

As a reAul,t, studies focusing primarily on nonacademic out-

comes (e.g., peer group so1idarity or self-concept) were not
Wt

used extensively. 'f-(Further information about the speccific

focus of the:project is provided in Chapter 2C-

Limitations
ft

The review.domains were initially selected to-serve

three'general purposes. ,Firstf.it. was hoped that,the domains

would provide'direct and kndirect descriptions of how stp-
:

dents process information under instructional conditions.

They wereivtewed, irirother words, as sources of "tracking"

data-_ai)out' how students learn from instruction. Second the

domains were seen'as likely sources of conceptual frameworks



.
for thidki gi about student mediatorsAn Vdaching.,erfêtivenviz

t .

, i.e.,.alternative paradligm' for interpreting ttle.r61>of
.

. .-
. .

q

-student mediating rOsponseS in teaching. Titiptlly, the,domains.
i ...

a

,
. .

.

were*expected to be Sources of corroborative ev.idence for

some Of the propositions.hbOut student mediation that Nvi.e
\ I-

.

-.

derived Speculatively from,the Model that wak being der/eloped.

That is, they*were.t6 be search.vd fOr suppOrtilis data.1

cerning.the extent to which capabilities postulated a.b

necessary for learning from classroomA 'did in fact op+te
.

a

inkthe manner proPosed by the model. ! -

Th4se exhectations were only partially borne out in the

project. Despite the vast amount of infdrmation availOple

concerning stuaents-v:irtually the entire field of psychology--

connecting this information-to" instructional treatmentsis a

formidable task .(Cronbach & Snow, 1977). This is especally

true in attempting to account-for teaching effects. Much of

the experimental data bout human information processingis

-derived in settings hat R,Pe clearly.remote from'the con.-4

0

ventional classrocrwith its tomplex treatment properties,
*

At the same time, the available classroomAlata contai many

substantive gaps. Aside, then, from the_general rTiblem

trying to build a theory,of classroom effects using data

4.

from several:sources, the project suffered from deficiencies

withim the data souiwes themselves'. These limitations dq,..

-

nut, of course, invalidate the.project. The general purposes

of the projett were to see what could be done to extend the

mediational framework wAth the available data and to ident10,6

9



-.
areas that need to be .ftudied. The limitations do mean,

howeviarp.that.the propositions abowt clatsrooms which emerged

Mom the projpct.cannot be ,intei=preted as statemelts Of fact.4

They.are' at best reasonablq hypotheses which await empirical

validation. Inithis sense, the orientation of,this project

dif1frfundamentaliy from that which has characterized

mrec nt reviews of research on teaching. effectiVeness-(e.g.',

Dunkin & Biddle,' 1974; Medley, 1977; Rdsenshine, 1971, 1976).

A Note on Meth6d.

The ConceptUal work of the project was direCted towardN

bringing together research on prose comprehension and

research on classroom processes;in order to trace the connec-

A

tion between classroom events and outcomes; t'sbrief descrip-

tion of e.orlentatitin a:nd methods of the conceptual phase-

of the roject 'ill explain how these two areas were combined.

Knowledge abqut human cognition or classroom processes

kas typically been applied to teaching in a prescriptivR
e/

fashion (see Bruner, 144). Inforipation aboUt the effects

of passage structure ot. aboat encoding strategies such as

imaging or elaboration has.beeh used to plan instructional'

programs or train,students to be more efficient Iparners,

(see, e.g., Forehand; 1974; Rohwel-, 1972; Weinstein, 1977).

In the field of writing, fqr example, a large amount of'

research is being done on the process of composing (see,

'e.g., Cooper &,Odell, 1978). The justification for much of

this work is that it Will provide guidance in destgning

instruction lo teaching composition. The emphasis, 1n other

10
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,--wordsYhas been on mapping cognitive operations in order.to

design w Vetter match between'instructsional conditions anti

the learner (Glaser,.1976; Snow, 1974). In'a si ilar manner,

descriptions of-classroom practiCe have typicall eh

galhered as payt of investigwtions clearly focused on estab-

lishing presCriptions /Or teaching (see Gage, 1978).

TO primary concern ofi the present project was the con-

-.:struction of an explanatory model to guide thinking and

generate hypotheses about teaching effects in. classrooms..

That is, the intention.was td describe how teaching effects

occur rather.than establish a set of Arules for how to teach.

-

effectively. As a result; research on-classroom processes

d on human cognition were used for description'and expla-

nation rather than prescription.

To 'accomplish this explanatory purpose, research on

classroom procdsses was used to describe the event structure

'of classroom environments and research on information-pro-

cessing,was used to define hypothetical mediators.necessary

to meet the demands embedded in classroom events. This

.model-building process was certainly not linear. Research

on prose cotprehenselon often provided new possibilities for

interpreting classroom data. Similarly, classroom descri'p-

tions would signal possible areas of research on information-

processing that needed to be explored. 'In actilal practice,

thenp'the two areas were examAned simultaneously and connec-

tions were.made as they became aiparent.
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The analytical focus of the project was on the inter-

action of environmental demands and information7processing
/

capabili,ties. This emphasis on environmont-behavior rela-

tionships was stirlated by the work in bcological psychology

Kounin, 1977; Gump, 1969, 1975; Shaw & Branpford,

1977; Willems, 1973, 1977). A flindamental premise of this

ecological ap reach is that behavior, ificluding thought,

becomes turne I -to the deman and the resources of a I:Artie-

ir
ular setting. .To understand ehavior, therefore, an inves-

\ .,
e

tigator must carefully analyze.the environment in which the

behavior, occurred;,,From an ecological perspective, the

A

classroom is seen as an ordered and bound0 sQttlog with

demands unique to that/ environment. In addition, an eco-
,

logical analysis of clasrooms is o-riented to group phenomena-- .

to understanding how the classroom'system works rather than

to predicting the beh'axiior of inodividuals. Finallyilthe'

ecological orientation to classrooms is.fundamentally

4

naturalfsticlothat is, the emphasis is on deteimining Why

naturally occurring practices per§ist rather than on how

. these practices can be changed. (For 'a similar approach to

the analysis of environment-behavior regularities, see

Tinbergen, 1972.)

Organization of the Report

the remainder of the report-is organized into four

chapters. A brief description of these chapters is given

here to orient tho reader to the report.

12
u

k
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Chaptev 2 contains an analSisis di ti4eatment theorie's'

that operate in research on teaching. :These theorie8 ar

,often implicit, yet they guide;th.inking about how teaching

effectS occur. Such theories have 'consequences for selecting.

variables and interpreting findings.in studies. of,teaching.
-a

An analysis of,thes4 theorieS'serves.to sharpen the focus
6

of-the preSent project.

Chapter 3 presents the essential features of a cognitive

mo.del of student mediation. The core of this model is built

around the concept of task. It is argued that this environ-

.
441

mental unit shapes the operatiOns students use to process

.!

information and guide their interpretation of classroom
+a,

events. A clear description of tasks provides, the'refore,

insight into-the student processes that medi4te teaching

effects. The chapter also contains an analysis of different

types of academic tasks and-their relation to outcomes of

instruction. This knalysis provides a description of the

basic eleMents of the treatment theory which emerged from

the prolct.

.Chapter 4 .focuses on the tiansformation that takes

place mittn academic tasks are:embedded in a classroom environ- .

ment. The analysis is directed especially to the consequences

, of classroom tasks for students. These consequences are

defined in terms of the ambiguity and risk.associated with

different kinds of classroom tasks. The chapter also explores

the semantic structure pf tlasproom events and outcomes. The

analysis is directed here to the factors influencing the
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*

'meaning students attach to dlassroom events and to the way

\

knowledge gained f om accomplishing.clasEiroom tasks is

integrated.
,

In.the flnal chapter; the moael.of classroom tasks is

appliedito teaching eff6ctiVeneAs research to interpret.

existing findings aild.suggest 'directions for further inquiry.

Particular emphasis is given to studies of the types of tasks

students encounter in classrooms and the ways in which these

tasks 'ae,administered.

z'

QP

14
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Chapter ?

TREATgENT THEORY FOR RESEARCH OWTEACHING
o"

In many respects ktudentsr are mythical preaturies in
00.-

research on teaching. .Although some early interest in

recording student behaxiior was apparent in layme,'s (1945)

study of effective teaching, the bulk oi process research

in cl.assrooms:has focused on teacher variables; As a

result, little evidence is available concernin
.

\

processes in classrooms. Nevertheless, students eloften

(
.,

lurking beneath thefiurface of research reports. It is

known that measures of s.tudent'entering 4bi1ities typically

tudent

account for 60 percent or more of the variancesan-achieve-

ment (see, e.g., B. D. Ander-Son & Kaplan, 1974; Berliner,

1916; Stallings, 1975; Walberg, 1971). And, %specially

when interpreting findingsp.investigators often invoke

4
411P student processes-which presumably are elicited or shaped

by ihrtictilar patterns of teaching Teacher enthusiasm,

.for instance, apliarently inspires.student enthusiasm which, t.

in turn, makes subject matter more relevant and learning'

more enjoyable. Implicit assumptions about stude&ts are

often used, in other words, to tie tehching variables to

achievement.

k

Mediatink assumptions form .the core of.a treatment
-

theory, i.e., an explhnation of why certain classroom con-

ditions Affect studept learning outcomes in particular ways.
2

. A olully specified treatment theory doesinot eIist for

reseai'ch on.leaching, and it is probhbly premature to

15
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I.

attempt to.bui1d ono-with themavsp.1 .17;ie data base.(see
. .

. 4 ". . I j
-- Brophy, 19 9). Nevertheless, a number of assumptions about

. how teadhing reatmentp'work operate in the ffeld of
e

)

1.

research on teaching. The purpose' of thisChapter is tot ,
. ,

review these.assumptions,because of thelr direct relevante

) for undellstanding student mediating responses in 'teaching

eftectiveness. (Duke, 1978, hAs reviewed ithplicit pr*es;

theories that purpArtedly expain school discipline probiL

lems.)

The main of a TreatmentjTheory

.At the heart ol teaching effectiveness research is the

search,for process-product relations ps, i.e., relation-

A

ships b tAween teaching Processes in the classroom.and student

achievement (usually in the form 'of. academic achievemer.

Two sleps are followed in identifying such relationships.

First, classes are ranked dh the basis of, mean achievement

adjusted for initial differences in entering Ability:

Second, differences among,classes on teaching Processes

measures that are associated with achievement rank are then

identffied. In other words, process-product resear6h seek§

to "explain" petweep class differences in achievement by

identifying between class differences in teachfng wocesses.

The result of this kind of analysis, is a"list of classroom

condltidns or characteristics ',(teaching process measures

aggregated across observations) that correlate with mean

Athievement (usually academic achieVement) for the class

- at the end of a school term.

(
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Te,imnTdiate empirical question-in teadhing effec-
.\

tiyeness eesarch is: Db process-prqduct relationShips

exit? Theavailable evidence supports the Conclusion that
P O

0

'process-product relationships do exi6t although.thelr geh-
,

eral-ity, is probablyless than'was'.often anticipated when

su.611 research begad (see Brophy,. 1979; Good., 1979; Rosen-
,

shine; .1976;-on early expectations in this field, see

DoYle, 1978a). The theoretical question is: How 'can- Ifia.t

be? The conceptual problem, in other words, is not,whether

'process-product relationships exist but how teaching pro-

cesses me classrooffis affect learning outcbmes ii the

direction specified by the empirical findings. The. answer

to this theoretical question rewires a,process model that

connects teaching events with outcomes. It requires that
1

is; a/treatment theory designed to explicate known rela-
k ,

tionsh.ips between processes and products. Such a theory
N .

should be useful in integrating separate piocess-product,

relationships into a larger framework, distinguishing

between real and spurious process-product relationships,

and guid.ing further researdh by predicting likely process- c'

product relationships that have not heen foitnd by casting

broad empirical nets.

There tare two key points to remember ii ie this dis-
,

cUssion and throughout the pilesent report. First, teaching

effectiveness findings exIst primarily at the class level,

Some attempts have beed made recently to move the.analysis

tb within class differences and these attempts will be

tt)
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discussed later intthjs chapter. However, iunleSs instruction
.. .

,'.._

is completely indivIdualtzed, the theoretical problem iS

. stSkone of explaining how conditiods which characierize

, class over seVeral meetings cah.affect Outcomes for a.
4

. group of AtUdentS at, the end of that>oeriod. Second,

. ,

, . . ..

theoretical research cannot be used t decide whether/there

are teaching effects. Tps 1..s 1.n piricat question

, answered by the -procedures of-process-product-rese ch.

Theoretical worky4-_ddyected, rather, to explicatipg how

teaching ff cts
(

occur. '

sit

App.vo ches to Theory in Redearch*on Teaching:

Theoretical work in the field of teaching, broadly

conceived, generally takes two forms: (1). the4nstructioQ,-

of an.ordered list of variables, and (2) theyplication..of
*

explanatory models derivvd ftom such disciplines as psy-

chology, sdciology,,or philosophy. What follows is a brief

discussion Of these tw2.appr&ches to provide a perspective

on treatment theories in research on/effective teaching.

Ordered Lists of Variables

The most common approach to organizing kft9viledge in

the field of teaching is to construct a schematic diagram

of the variables that presumably influehce classroom

. processes and outcomes. The most ambitious attempt to

construct slich a diagram was made by !Vans (1965). Other

fve'rsions of this approach have- been Produced by'Dunktn rd

Biddle (1974) ahd by AcMionald anil Elias (1976).



These diagrams or "models'' of teaching usuallp.contain:

thfee broad categor s variables:

4
' 1. Presa e vh ables -.including teacher character-

,

U.

istics,and training experiences.

Procegs variablps - including the types and fre= '

, quencies of teacher-%hnd student behaviors. in .

'classrooms.

3. 'Product variables --including measures' of academic

achievement, attitudes, and long-term accomplish-

'Rents. / (
In their moael, Dunkih,and Biddle,(1974) added

another dimension:
6

4. .Context variables - including attributes of stu-
,

,dents, the.school, the cOmmunity, and the.cla'ss-
oi

room-(class size, materials, etc.)..

In theof4nal form of the diagram, these classes of, variables
P

are arrangpd on a page and arrows are 4awn to indicate
4

'probable associations among categories. In most cases

s
presage and context variables are displayed as Jactors

affecting 'classPoom probesses, and.proces,4 variables are

seen as factors influencing.the,outcomes or products of

teaching. It is also known that student attribute8 (as

a "context" VariableY are Strohglyassociated with achieve-

ment.'

.
.

Such diagrams haVe led.to better data by.mapping' the

torrain.of rei4earch on teaching and suggesting.variables

ihat have been'included'in teaching.effectiveness studies

199'
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(Brophy, .1979). Such maps dd'noi; of course, explain'rela.,

tionshiPs or. account for causaniy.

Derivative Models-
.

- /

.Ysecond common approach to.thebrizing in the field

ot teaching involves the use of models derived from social

s*cience disciplinesprtarily -pil4ycho1ogy. Indeed, the
,

-

value of these models ts often claimed on the. grounds'tfiat

they are linked with systematic and presumably T)re basic

research on htiman behavior.
,

0,-.

!
.

Nuthall- and Snook (1973) identified three broad classes

of models of teac4ing: (1) a behavior Contriol modeltased.

\ton th'e labora ory-stUdies of learning by Skinner.and others;,
A

(2) a dis'cbveryr-Iearnihg model based on the more cognitive

theories of Bruner and others; and (3)-a rational 'Model

4 ,

derived from more philosophically brierited analySep of cog-
.

%
nition ahd learning. Along Similai lines, Joyc and Weil

..

)
.

(1972)-catalogued 16 mo els of teaching ranging.from'socia
t

tio

interactiori modls of Thelen, Massialas.and C x, wnd the

National Ti-aining Laboratories; information processing

models of. pruner, Ausubel, and-Piaget; therapeutic models
,

of Rogers, Glasser, and Schutz; and..the behavior modi.fi-

cation model of Skinner.- Additional models ha e been

developed by Easley (1977).
# ,

These derivative models are.full of presuppositions

about p'rgpegtvproduct relationships, but little supporting

data'are typically given. In most instanceA, ,th6models

are used,prescriptively a rationales for prticular ways

I)

2 0

to
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4.

St

4 ..N. .

oteächinvo as arguments.for-f r the imporiance.of partip-.

.
,

.
,

,ular kinds-of learning kgals. The models are used, ffiere-:-
.

. .
. .* .

,

,
,

0,

for9,/as external critertab.for judging the adequa.py 04f,
.

.

existing prtWt(ices or the legitimacy of exis'ting goals for
6

1

schooling. Much of'the rhetoric, anti even some ol the

research, surrounding the models is designed to persuade

rathe-r than describe or explain. 'Irr addition,. training
.

prOgyams are often created to enable feachers to learn how

3 W
to,conform more closely to the dictates df.the model. In

1

an extreme form, the prescriptive attitude.his prompted
4

the recommendation that classroomS be redesigned to.corre-
.

spond mol-e clog.ely to the structure of the psychological
S.

experiment (Gla,ser, 1966)-.

Teaching effectivttness, researchers seldom posit broad

.e.xplanatory models that define a priori a set of teaching

conditions or educational-goals (Brophy, 1979)0 They rely,

ratker, on findings from classroom studies of process-

product relationships to formulate prescriptions .for

teachers'. Nevertheless, they, often borrow empirical gen-

eralizations from psychology to account kfor a specific

process-product correlations (see,, e.g., Good & Brophy,

1978). Cie character of the propositions iied to explain

pyocess-product relationships will be discusraed in more

Vail shortly. But first it is necessary, to examine some

of the more general treatment assumptions that operate,in

teaching effeCtiveness res,earch.
4

21
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if 4 Treatment Assumptiehs

The field of 'research on effective teachtng is char-
,

...-dterized by several basic.,assumptions about causality in'.\

teaching..(see Doyle, 1977b); These are the.takenfor-

4

granted notions Ahat implicitly guide'the framing of

'analyses and the interpretation of results.- Three. of

these assumptions will be discussed here.

First, there is a presumption of treatment effects for

iSesS-=PriAU-dt relationshipS. When A correlation is

f Und between a process Vaiiable and achievement, it is

often taciy.assumed that a treatment effect has been

identified. Since process variables are usually narrowly

_djfined categories of -eacer\behavior, such as clarity;

,

praise, enthusiasm, criticism, etc., the treatment unit

Ln llassro6ms is assumed to be relatively small'and any one :

,study may identify i large number of..treatment J'effects,"'

4.6., significant process-product correlations% Pre-. ,

sumably overall- effects--i.e., between class differences

in adjuSted achievement--Are the result of-a summation of

the 'snail effectS of each process varjable,unit.

econd, the search for criteria-of.efrectiveness has_

predisposed ,investikators to as4ume that the direction

causalitY in classrooms fl4ws-from teachers to students.

For example, in McDonald and Elias's (1976) moil of

teaching, qteaching, performances areCOnceptualized as

4
.antecedent.events whose immediate effect is upon student

. behaviorr and this behavior, in urn is the antepedent

22
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,

I

- ' ..,

exTpt i o the consequences of*leatlUng" ,(p. 73). As a

result of this 'orientation in the field, correlaons

.between teacher behaviors (such'as enthuAiasm or praise)

are often interpretepdespite periodic admonitionsas

evidence that these teacher behaviors cause studeIitè to.

learn more. Teacher behaviorg, in'other words, are seen

primarily as treatment variables.

,

Finally, there has,4ben a tendency in research on.

.teachiing to look'for caUses ofstudent learning iri the
2 o

interpersonal ai'6na. of,the classroom. There is a bias:,

in other words, toward inieractive dimensions-of 'teaching.

Thu4, studies hd(te focused on the public behavior of
A

4 )

tea,chers (lecturing, asking questions,,' praige, Criticism),

the 'types und frequency of-teacher-student contatts, and
1

various amounts of student participaO.on in classroom

TreatMent effecits are assuTed to occur during

pey-studertt iilteractions.

These treatment assumptions-are reasonable; without

104m, proCess-product correiatioons are uninterpretable.

For present purposes, however, it is necessary to under-_

a.

--stand that these assumptions are problematic.. The following

dis6s,siOn focuses on three aspects of the problematic

nature ot general treatment-assdWionsi in research on /

-

(LeactrinA.

First, process varlables are intercorrelated. Some

procesp-varin,bles may be consistently associated with'

achietrebietit oRly-burause they are correlatesk with actual

r

23
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11

treatment variibles.( By themsélves, they malr have little
4.

Or no effect on outcomes. Thts, to single, out ode pre-.

dictor of achievemeilt as if it had iff4oxendent.effects
.

. .

outcoms can be misleaaing. For thas.reason, a list of

A
discrete teaching variables assoCiated with achievement is

very- difficult to interpret. What iS clearly needed is.

some way to integrate'separate process-product relation-
,.

ships into a unilied.treatment theOry. There are two

methodological apprbaches'being taken to this problem. The

first is to cluster va'riables prior to the analysis of

process-product relationships (see-Cooley & Leiphardt, 1978;

Soar, 1979; Solomon & Kendall, 1979)1L The second is to run

t4it
correlatOns.ow discrete teaching_variables and then .assbmble

variables that are significantly related-to achievement into

a iattern that appears to describe a.composite treatment

model (seo Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Everfson, Anderson, &

1
Brophy, 1978; Good & Grouws, 1975; Rosenshine, 1976).

Clearly both approaches have limitations. It is likely;
.

however, that the second.approach caPtures acfual treat-
,.

meht variables better although it may not provide an

accurate description of what the .treatme t was (Cf0 Brophy,

1979),

/

. Second, teackling trea)ments e\ccur in an interpersonal

,setting. Investigators from.several fieldg have pointed

1

Stich a "model" is.not a 6eatmout theory, i.e, it
does not explain how teaching effects occur. Rather,/it
organizes a set or-discrete predictois of achievement.

24
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out that causality in interpersonal relationships is recip-
et,

meal .(Bell, 1968; Fiedler, 1975; GleaSon,11977; Kl6in,

-.111A

197t1; Lewis & Rosenblum, 1974; Weber & Weisman, 1975).

It is,reaSonable to argue, therefore, that there are inde-

pendent studentfects in classrooms.

41.

likely, to operate in two ways. First, there is a student .

effect on outcomes: general ability is likely to have an

effect on achievement that is independent of treatment.

Second, (here is a student effect.on teachers: differences
7

ih general abilitY are likely to be assodiated with dif-

ferent patterns of student behavior in,the classroom. 'These.

,,student effects complicate the interpretation of process-

product relatiOnships. For variables such as.enthusiasm

and praise,.it isuite (ossible that teachers are more

enthusiastic with' groups of high Eichidving students or

that students who score high on achievement tests also

behave in classrooms in ways that 'elicit.teacher praise or

accept.ance. SiMilarly, a negative correlation between

management comments and achievement may simply mean that

'students who score low on achievement tests also behave in

. classrooms in ways that require that a teacher attend to

11

0

management. It would4be inappropriate to assume that

management anmpents cause low achievement. Adjusting

achievement for entering apilitY and matching classes on

pther'student characteristics can reduce the influence of

these sstudent effects on process-product correlations..

Neverthuless, it is still likely that the composition of

25
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a class influences both outcomes anti teaching processes

(Cf. Brophy, 1979).
V

Finally,Aeaching treatments are administered to a

group, in contrast tO the situation in4psychological exper-

iments. It is difficult, therefore, to know hoW the treat-

ment was distributed to the class. Studies of teacher

decision. making.(Clark & Yinger, 1979) indiCate that

teacher often intend ,to teach'to a group. Yet, teachers

also d ferentiate among students in the nature and quality,

of their contacts (Brophy, 4 ,Good, 1974; Cooi)er, 1979). 4i

the same time, teaching treatments 'in classrooms are not

individualizOd. Furthermore, contacts between an indi-
t.

vidual student and the teacher are witnessed'by others in

the &lass, so there are likely to bp vicarious treatment

.effects in classrooms. Ascertaining the distribution of a.

treatment to a class is complicated further by the fact that

descriptions of treatment conditions ava41ab1e in process-

product studies are based on an aggregation of process data

across several observations. such an appl'each may very

4 well combine several different treatments into a composite

description of a tveatment that no one ever received in a

given class.

This brief discussion suggests that describing treat-
.

ments.in classrooms is a formidable,problem. Cer'tainly

more information about the internal sequence of class

sessions is required before an adequate description of

6
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-of

,treatment conditions im teaching is possible. Until then

interprOting Trocess-product correlations is a iperifOus

. business.

4

11, °The CoMpleXity of the trbatment setting means that an.

adequate.,treatment theory for classrooms will-require con:-

structs.from several dksciplines. In fact, there is OP

evidence of increased attention to teaching in disciplines

otheT than Tsychology. The pelds.of sociology, e.g.,

Schlechty, 1976) and,linguistics (e.g., Cazden, Hymes, &

John, 1972; Gumperz &'Herasimchuk, 1975) are especially

Axominent it} this movement. .Several inVestigators have

applied the concept of "Work" to the anal?sis of class-

room processes (see,, e.g." Barr & Dreeben, 1977; Dreeben,

1973; LeCompte, 1978; Westbury, 1970). Several studies

have almupcused on the systematic abalysis of discourse

patterns and language cei5etencies in classrooms, with

particular,attention to processes of negotiation (see, e.g.,

Edwards' & Furlong, 1978; Kluwin, 1979; McDermott, 1976;

Mehan, 1979. Miran, 1975; Shultz & Floriol`1919; Sinclair &

Coulthard, 1975).

At the present time, much of this Work is scattered

across several different research questions which often

have their origins in the parent disciplines. Moreover,

these disciplines bring their owp set of implicit treat-
.

ment assumptions as well.as constructs that were designed

to explain prOcessew.in settings that are quite different

from classrooms. For example, work goes On in-classrooms,

t,
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#

but aclassroom is certainly not a Tactory. Whether these .

imported construdts will explain classroom phenomena remains

to be seen. Nonetheless, research from sources other than

4 psychology., will be necessary to unravel the complexities of

classroom treatments.,

Meltional

Mediational assumptions in research on teaching

effectiveness are usually implicit, reflecting the tacit

commitmentS of researchers in the field (Cf. Dunkin &

Biddle, ,l974). Their most complete expression is foUnd

in attempts to account for the selection of variables or

to explain specific findings from process-product studies.

BecaUse they are tied to specific findings, eulanatory

proposit,ions about mediating processes are often isolated

4

from each other and there is n6 necessary consistency

across explanations. One investigator may use different

theoria to expl'ain different relationships"(see, e.g.,

Coo,ley & Leinhardt, 1978, pp. 47-72).

Two general mediational assumptions underlie thinking

in research on effective teaching. The first emphasizes

student motivation as a primary ilidiator of student achieve-

ment in classrooms. This assumption is widely Used to

explain teachlng effects d to.prescribe improvements in

curriculum and instruction. The second assumption is based

on the concept of practice as a necessary condition for

learning. The focus on practice has become prominent

recently as attention has turned to student behaviors in

28 3
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-studies of teaching effectiveness. Teaching effects occur,
,

in other'words, because teaching processes either motivate

students to learn or provide opportunities for appropriate

practice.

Each of these mediational assumptions is described and

evaluated in the.following sections.

Assumption Motivation A

4

Perhaps the oldest and certainly the most commonly

used mediatknal assumption in effectiveness research is

based on the conCept of motivation. Thelogic of this

assumption is reasonably straightforward. A desire to

learn is a prerequisite for learning to take place: There-

jore, instruction which is attractive, responsive to

individual interests aud preferences, .and offers praise

and s4port will be more effective. This assumption under-

lies .t.he social interaction and therapeuiRic models identi-

fied by Joyce and Weil (1972). The assumption is also

undergirded by a large aAount of laboratory research on

such constructs as reinforcement (Glager, 1971; Leeper &

Greend,'1975 Lipe Jung, 1971), self-efficacy (Bandura,

1977); attributions (Weiner, 1976), and locus of control

(Lefcourt, 1976).

Within research ion teaching, tha,work associated with

interaction analysis (Amidon & 4-lbugh, 1947; Flanders,

1970)11Ls based on ageneralized notion that motivation is

a central mediator of teacUing effects.; The observational

categories wete constructed around the dimensions of

29



dominative (or.authotitarian) and integrative (or demacTatic)

influence styles; It is assumed that integrative or

indirect teacher influence motivate's students to learn and

elicits the kinds of information'seeking and processing

responses necessary for high levels .of achievement. The

teacher's use of indirect behaviors (acceptinfrfeelings,

praise, accepting ideas, and perhaps questions) frees the

stuOnt to initiate ideas and .pursue independent and

mea'ningful learning. On the other hand, direct teacher

behaviors (lecturing, giving directions,.criticizing)

restrict independent action and thought, reduce personal

motivation, and obstruct'higher:order thinking and problem

sOlving. e emphasis,'in other words, is dn removing.con.4

straints,-increasing.pupil initiation, and providing

warmth and support (Flander4 15.69) in order to elicit

unspecifiep cognitive and affective mediators of learning.

In manyrespects the mOclel on Which.interaction analy-

sis is based lies been used to prescrdbe a way of teaching

rather than to explain a set of process-product' correlation.

Much of the research on interaction'analysis has been

oriented to'training tRachers to be more indirect rather

than verifying the effectiveness,of indirect influence in

classrooms.

There is a curious'con'nect,ion between interaction

analysis and reinforcement thebries. Ctrict contingency

management or behavior modification forMulaticons were

never explicitly used by the pipary authors,of the

30



approaCh. tievertheless, the emphasis on prhise.and

acceptance of student?responses often led to informal

"reinforcement" interpretatidns. Indirett.teacher'

behaviors presumably reward student responses and thus

strengthea them.- Hence, classrooms'which sdore high on

lindirect teaching'can be viewed'as classrooms in which

4

there is a large amount of reinforcement available to

04, students. Unfortunately, the observation system recorded

only the tobal amount of teacher praise and acceptance0

,

For a full reinTorcement interpretation ii is necessary

to know when praise and acceptance are, given and what

responses are being reinforced.:

The0 are at least four( other tradition§ in reSearch

. on curriculum and instruction which are baSed on motiva-

tional assumptions. First, an emphasis on the bene0.cial

effects of'fredom and pupil initiation is found among ,

advocates of open educatiqn and informal classrooms,

(Barth, 1972; Walberg & Thoma's, 1974). Descriptions of '

such prOrrams ndicate that there can be much less teacher

direction of act ivitY Mid much npre reliance on pupil

choice and initiative than in.more traditional programs

'(Resnick, 194). Second, the concepts Of interpersonal

affiliation, motivwtionl and rewards are, often used to

explain the potential benefits of cooperative learning

,teams (Aronson, Blaly, Stephen, Sikes, WSnapp, 1978;

Johnson &.Johnson, 1975; Slavin, 1978). Third a reliance
1

on motivatibn as a central meaiator is also clearly

31
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evident in the anabisiN of differences in achievement

between Whites and blacks (Banks, McQuart r, &.Hubba:rd,

1978). Understandably, theh,"botivation is.often 'posited

as a, key mediator of the effects of desegregation (Bradley &

Bradley, 1977). Finally, the extensive work on student

perceptions of learning environments relies heavily on

motivational constructs *(see Walberg, 1976).

4-

Assumption Practice

1

P.

t

The second dediational'theory in research on teaching :

, .

iS based on the concept of practice. The logic is.that

1

f,

students must actually work with the content they are

v -*

,
expected to. learn. Teaching procesSes which expose stu-

oll

dents to thd-content and provide sustained opportunities

/

4.-

*to pt;Al,ice will, according' sto this modelj influence

abhievement.
.

-..

/

f
'The simplest form of,the pra6tice model is focused on

,

. .

1

.:

A

the way information is presented to students. Studies in
a ..t .

this tradition have been directed to the qualities of

1 ,N
teacher explanatioris, the frequency.and types of teacher

questions, and several indices of content covprage,

including opportunity to learn the criterion material,

.overlap beiween curriculum and the content of the achieve-

ment test, time allocated to different content, and the

pace of instruction (see ArMbruster, Stevensl% & Rosénshine,

-441977; Beigard, Rosenshine, & Gage, 1971; Gall, 1970; Gall,

Ward, Berliner, Callen; Winne, Elashoff, WStanton, '1978;

Good; Grouws, & Beckerman; 1478; Program.on Teaching

.
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Effectieness, 1976; Rosenshine, 1979';.Walker & Pchaffar-
e

zick, 1974). The premise underlying this wo'rk is thdt

students must 110 exposedto the content(if they are -.t9

lea'rn it.

IN more elaborate.'form of, the practice..model incor-

potates a direci',' measure of student behavior in Classrooms,
4

sach as.attention, time on task, or engagement see Fisher,

Filby, Marliave, Cahen, pishaw, Moore, & Berline14, 1978

Lomax & Cooley, 1979;.Rosenshine, 1979). In'this form of

the prac ice model; mediational assumptions are' more

expli.it. *arning results from what students do, frpm.

"pupil Tursuits" (HarnisChfeger & Wileil 1976). Opera-

tionally, what students dois usually measured by some

indicator of the time spent "on task." Teaching ptocesses,

in turn, are seen as obe of the factors that affects the

amount of time an task. Teaching effects, then, are

mediatvd by engaged time.

Engaged time can be meaSured globally as a class

' average of attention for an obseevational period. A More

refined approach to measuring engagement also records the

ctTcumstances Under which attention occurs. Such an ,

approach includes a consideration of the quality of stu-
.

77
dent engagement. In the study of "academic learning time"

\(Fisher ot al., 1978), for instance, three dimensions were

measured: engagement, the content being studied, and the

difficulty level of the material for the student. .Academ2C

learming time is.recorded as the time spent Vorking at a
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is

(1

high level of success with content cotfered.on the criterion
!

test. The more units of this kind of engagement that are.90

xccumulated, the more.the student learns'.

The concept of practice is also us d it) exOlain the
00.

diftereultial effects of teacher expectations cm-student.

achievement (Biophy & Good, 1974; Cooper '-1979, Good &'

Brophy, 1978). In this case, .both motivational and, prac-L

tiee d4ensions 4re combined. The basic argument is that

teach4r expectations for a student's performance affect

the quality of teacher-pupil contacts. -The qualooity, of these

contacts is defined by such dimensions as the content and

frequency, of contacts, the type of questions.di ected to

c

a tudent the amount of time a teacher waits for an

anAer, and t.he-type of feedback a.student receives.

. (Weinstein ano, Addlestadt 1919, found 'that students 4&

'aware that diff ences in cher behavior along these

dimensionS are associated with dgferent achievement leVels.)
s

The nature of teachei\7pupir contacts plearly determines the

number and quality of the opportunities to participate that

a student receives. In the case of low expectations, a

'student may not begiven a ch nce to practice relevant

skills. The quality of teacher=\pt\tpil cOntacts also affects -

a student's self-concept, aspAati and beliefs about

effort-outcome relationships. These actors, in turn,

'affect a student's wI1lingnesto parti ipate in academic

work by volunteering in a discussion or t ing to wcqk an

itssignment. In other words; motivational ef ects on

if
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achteyement are mediated by practice. From this perspeptive,

effective teachers presumably provide students with the

opportunities to participate, encourage them to use these

opportunities, and give them clear hnd explicit ins ructions

and feedb ck so that correct responses are learned.

_

Support forMediatidnal Assumytions

In this section, the empirical support.for mediational

assumptions based on mOtivatAonv and practice is assessed.

Despite the clear'apPeill of motivation, the e'vided-ce

for thfs mediational assumption is not especially Ampressive

from the Perspeotives of process-product researchl Móti-
\

vation variables clearly.differentiate between.high and lOw

achievers (see,,e_.g,, Bar-T41, 1978). lievertheless,
77

teachink process variables that appear to be associated

with motivation41.comtructs have not consistently predicted

learning outcomes. Few of the interaction analysis vari-
rb

ables, for instance, werellound to be correlated with

-

academic achievement, especially in the early'elementary

vades. The data suggest, rather, that direct and

structurdlid teaching of content is related to higher achieve-

ment in thesbasic subjects (see Brophy, 1979; Good,- 1979;

Medley, '1977; itcAenshine,1971, 1976, 1979). Indeed, in

Cooley and Leinhardt's.(l978) study, the "motivators con-

str ct," which contained meagUres of curriculum adaptability

and . rActiveness as well 4s indicators of fnterpersonal

:support, was only weakly associated with achievement,.

a
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whereas theamotint of content pver1a0 between the curricu-

.

lum and the achievement, test "was the ..impoi_tant predictor

of gain"'(p. 32)..

A similar pattern is evident in the other areas in

which instruc.tional programs are t.tilt on the. assumption

,

that motivation 4s a primary mediator. Most of the eVal-

uative data suggest that Anformal programs and open cl#ss-
.

,

rooms, which presumably engender higher motivation to-.

learn, do not enhance academic achievdment. On the other
6

hand formal, structured prograMs appear to have positive

effects (R. B. Anderson, 1977;'.191ecker, 1977, 1978; Ben-

nett, 1976; Horwitz, 1979; Traub, Weiss, & Fisher, 1976;
40,

Wright, 1975). .The'research en cooperative teams and'

individualized programs also iffdicates that academic
.

achievement is enhanced.to the extent that academic tasks

,

'are cleanly, structured and accountability is high (Cohen,

Intili, 8ç Robbins,',1979;,Slavin, 1978). Motivational Con-
,

ditions by thems.elves do not.appear to be :sufficient for

academic achievement in classroemse/ These results may

reflect the fact that a large amount of pupil choice,leads

to ,the decisison by some students not.to.participate in,the

treatment a-t all. Thd treatment may not, therpfore, apply

unitrmly to all participants in informal or high option

settings (see Stodolsky, 1972, 1975). In additivi, Good

and Beckerman (197gb) found that student engagement was

higher on work the teacher assigned than on work pie stu-

dents chose,

36
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. .

the evidence loelpositive reatment effects is stronger:

programs designed,to motiVate appear'to affect motivation

t

In.many instances., advocates of the motivational
.

hypdthesis potnt to hona6ademic outcomes, such as'improve-

ments in self-concept, attitudes, and iilterpersonal

as.sthe major effects of their.programs. Here

variables (see Peterson 1979). This pattern of findings
,

pises some questions about the motivational hypothesis,

however. If motivation is an independent outcome, then.it

is di.frkciat to argue thit it is a mediator of achievement

in clás.srooMs.

Regardless of.the validity of-this argument, thet

71'

evidence sugggsts tha't motivation alone is not a'pentral

\-

mediator of process-product relationships. This is not to

say that motivation is not involved ih school learning. .

Certainly motivation accounts for stddents' decisions to

particiloate 4n-clasSrOom tasks and their persistence' at

these tasks. 'But motivation.has not been a'very useful

cohstruct,for, generating teacning variables that are good .

predictors of,academic aadekethent. The motivational

qualities of classrdbms, defined in terms of attractiveness,

responsiveness topinterests and preferences, and the

amount of pupil freedom, do not appear to be.independent

causes of student achlilvement.

A 'better empirical case ca41. be made for sme-diational .'

, .

, -. .

assumptions based on the cohcept of practice. Teacher ,

clarity appears to be consiStently related to student

37 4
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achieveMent (Rosenshine, .19741 Reqqn1 stglies have also

found that several measureto of content cQverage, such as the

opportunity to learn criterion material, overlap between

curriculum and the content of the achievement test, time

allocated to insrtruction tn specific content,' and
V

of instructions are positively relar to learning

(Good, Grollw*s; & Beckerman3 19773; Rosenshine, 1976,

1979). Presumably such classroom condltions provide for

more and better practice.

Tbpirica.l.support.for the variable of engagement--a

more direct measure of prattice--is also available. There.

is fa,irly,.00nsistent evidence that students who pay aten=

Lion, comply with rules and procedures, and actively

particiDate in academic aCtivities also'learnapre than
7

students who do not exhibit these qualities (Cartledge &

-Milburn, 1978; .Roge & Luce, 1979; Lambert, 1977). Similarly,

,students who accumulate more academiq learning time tend

to learn more than those who do not (Fisher et al.,- 1978).

'In other words, stucients who practice moi.e appear to achieve

Mo're. The evidence for behavior-achievemlent relationships

is not, of course, conclusive. ,Neither attention (Hall,

Huppertz, & Levi, 1977) nor participation (PoWer, 1977b)

re always related to achievement, and the "time-on-task"

variable needs to be carefully interpreted (Lomax &

J:ooley, 1979). Hoge.and Luce (1979) cpnclude Arom their

compreliensive review that, ':at best, only moderate degrees

or associatton have been established between classrocmi



behavilors and academic achievement" (p. 493). They further
4

argue that "there remains considerable uncertainty regarding

factors which mediate the behavior-achie'vement relations

and Considerable uncertainty regarding the nature of these

relations" (p. 493).

A

Although prWctice would seem to be necessary for

achievement, there is less direct evidence that practice

mediates teaching effects in classroom

/

. There are twb

reasons for this state of affai, rs. Fi st, bn ement, as

a measure, of practice, is confounded withstuden ability

and inclination to engage in academic ac viti (see

Campbell, 1974; Metz, 1978). Students who score high on

achievement tests are also likely to pay attentibn, comply

with rules, participate in classroom activities, make feWer

errors on assignments, and give-fewer wrong answers to

teacher questi9ns. This confounding is important because

in analyses of the relationship between engagement and

achievement, the pupif rather than the classroom is Often

the unit of analyvis. .As a result it is.often difficult

to disentangle teaching.effects from.student effects when

attempting to identify causes of achievement. Along these

1ineS it is interesting to note that in the study of a'ca-

demic learning time (Fisher et all, 1978),
.

alloca ed time

(a measure of content covered) and 'engagement rate a mea-

sure of student behavior) were, as separate variables,

more Ktrongly correlated with achievement than engaged

time,,which Was the product of these two variables and,
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-

thus a more specific measure of time spent practicitlik

, .

'Content..

Second, it has beenTeasier,to connect student behaviors

witWo5Neomes Ulan it has been to ponnett teaching processes

to-student behaviors. There is some evidence frowprocess-

process studies thftt engagement varies with different class-

room formats: student involvement appears to be higher,

for example, in teacher-led whole class activitie/than in

self-paced seatwork (see' Good & Beckermah, 1978b; Gump,

1967; Kounin& Gump, 1974). In turn, there is evidence

2that in basic skill Subjects the uge of whole-class formats

is correlated with achipvement (see Evertson, Anderson., &

Brophy, 1978; Rosenshine'', 1976, 1979). This is suggestive

but not conclusive evidence that engagement mediates the
1

ef(egts of whole-class.instruction, assuming other selection'

decisions are not operating--e.g that teachers use möre

whole-group instruction with high ability classes.. More,

direct observation of this connection in A single study

is needed to verify whether engagement mediates;the rela-

tionShip betmeen whole-class instruction and achievement.

In the BTES study of acaderic learning time (Fisher

et al., 1978), the interrelationships amongteaching process

variables, academic learning time, and achievement did not

'clearly support a mediational interpretation, The strongest

restilts were Poor teacher self-report or-rating variables;

the observed teaching process variaples were less con-

tag nt.ly related to the full academic.learning time

\
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variable. Some of th;process variables related to achieve-
.

4

Ment were associated with only segments of academic learning

'time. Similarly some process variables were Jatod to

engagement or error raA but not to achievement. The
1

a.uthors conclusded that "ALT (academic learning time) and

teaching prdtess variables contributed relatively inde-

pendently to the prediction of achievement" (pp. 7-37 to
Of

7-38). Partly for this reason, the authors argued, thaj

'"'Both ALT and achievement are incomplete but useful
4

measures of student learniing" (p. 7,-34). It would seem

then, that academic learning time is an outcome of teaching

rather than a mediator of'teaching effects.
A

Finally, research on teacher questions is even more

proyematic for thepractice theory of,mediating prooctsses.

'Studies in this area have not shown that exposure to higher-

cognitive questions is correlated with higher-cOgnitive

achieveme'ntr(see Dunkim & Biddle, 1974; Gall, 1970; Program

on teaching Effectiveness, 1976; Rosenshine, 1976;'toar,

1979; Wirine, 1975). One recent experiment/found,:for

instance that students who received 25% and 75% higher

cognitive questions learned more than students who receiyed

50%-higher cognitive questions. MoreoVer, "students in the

25% HCQ treatment outperformed students in the 75% HCQ
.

treatment both on Ahe knOwledge acquisition and higher

cognitive measuTes. ." (Gall ei al, 1978, p. '196)., In

the;case of-teacher questionslit would seem that oppor-

tunities, for practice do not lead to the type of achieve-

ment that might be expected.

41



In summary, the available data only partially support

the premise that practice mediates teaching effects in

-

classroom environmeRts. The cobstruct is certainly a

plausible mehator but an understanding of how practice

operates in classrooms awaits more detaile-d obeftvation

and analysis.

An interesting pattern seems to have emerged in the,

review of mediational models in this chapter. Many of the

variables around which explanatory models are built--

motivation and engagement-differentiate reliably between

high and low achieving students. A similar pattern is'

evident in studies ofmore specific levels of information
.1

process ing, successful learners'exti'act information

efficiently from stimul4ssolisplays, encode and rehearse

the information)appropriately, ake less easily distraoted,

and are flexible it1 adapti sto the.changing demands of

learning Casks (see, e.g,, Battig, 1975;Edfeldt, 1975;

Maccoby & Hagen, 1965; Silv,er, 1977; Smith, 1967; Willows,

1T974; Wirtenberg & Faw, 1975). Moreover, successful learners

appear to use these learding strategiqo spontaneously, with

little specia4,prOmpting from a teacher or an instructional

program .(Brown & Campione, 1977).

(

In a mediational approach to effective teaching,

informal,ion about processes that differentiate between

high an0 low achievers is often used to explain process-

product correlations. Thus, tetiching variables that

I.

correlate with achievoment are presumed.to do sd through .

/ 42



processes and differentiate between high and low achievers,

In this way engagement, for example, is used to explain

the pffects of direct instruction. Since engagement cor-

relates with achievement, direect_J.nstruction must be

effective because it increases eng4gement.

This form'of thinking in which student attributes 'are

used to-explain teaching effects is'very.close to an.apti-

tude-treatment Anteraction (ATI) model. The research on

aptitude-treatment interactions has been extensively

reviewed by Cronbach and Snow, (l977), and such a review

need !lot be repeated here. Neverthe ess, the ATI model

needs to.be discussed because of its close asSociation

with a,mediating process paradigm and because, on the

surface; 't appears to offer a way to identify processes

that mediate teaching effects.

Apti.fudlTreatment InteraCtions

The idea that characteristics of students interact

4

with teaching methods has a long history in education. 4

(see_Hunt, l975;,Mitchell, 1969) . The logic of-this work

is that aptitudes of students--including ability, atti-

tudes and personality dimension8 such\ as self-)concept,

anxiety, and conceptual style--interact with characteris-'

ties of instructiona4 treatments to determine otItcomes.

:4chievement will'be greater fon types of students, pre-
.

sumablyl'if students are matched.to treatments which are

compatible with their apti,tudes. It mlght be Opothesized,

for instance, that students with high anxiety or low

43.
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initial ability will,achiove more m, \1" pstructiona1 pro-

cedures that provide structure.anA guidahce than they will

from procedures that rely primarUy, on self-direction.
, 1

One popular matching model focuses on a personality'

dimensiot( known as' cognitive stylp or conceptual tempo ,

1
(Kogan, 1976; 'Witkia, Moore, Goodenoug6,-& cqx, 1977).

In this area, tests have been developed which differentiate

14\

among students on such dimension, as field dependenc

independ)nee or reflective-impulsive tempos. These

dimensions appear to represent relatively stable deferepces

for perceiving and processin information. Refloc,tive

thinkers, for instance, take' longer to respond-and are more

analytical when identifying ambiguous figures than impul-
.

sive thinkers who respond rapidly and frequently guesS.

Along gimilar lines, field independent persons tend to

perceive their environment analytically: 'items av,

experienced as more or less separate froM the-surrounding

field, In contrast, fie10 dependent persons tend tOsee:

itbms.as embedded'im the field in which theyare.i.Pkpet

ieneed. It seems to follow that...such-infrormatiOn aboU'tI.
..

&tudent differences has important tmplications Tor.teaChing..
,

, .

Information about student aptitudes can. be:used ih

' , ,, i. . .

three ways (see cronbach & snow, 19TO the.lcas'g
'

/

of such dimenslons as cognitive style, instruction can be

tr.

. .

adapted o Capitalize .on k1nformation-processin4 preferences.,y
.

-Second, information .about.specific piocesses

.

(¶,ncoding 'ot retiearsal strategies (e.g., elabox'ation) can
\\\
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be used to train low achieving students to use'the strat-°
4A.

I)

egies emiloyed spontaneously by high achieving students--a

rebedial matC! ing'(see Cart-ledge & Milburn, -1978; Weinstein,

)
1977). Pinal 1 informatlon about specific information

processing. strategies can be used to design learning

(invironments.yittibh make up for the-deficiencies in low

achiev1ng. students-by prompting achievement-producing
.

0 re,$ponses- ,comne.nsatory matcping (see Rohweo, 1972;
t .

v.

Wang, '1076).

Mow viabge'fs't e.ATI assumption? Cronbaphand Snow. . . ,

,(0-77) conelude-that.aptitude-iretment interactions exiSt.

44.,

A r)

the.same:time, matig:4nferactions are-not eagy to
. .

replicXte'avd-sOke are difficult to4nte'rpi-et.- 'The

4

.

learest interactiOtigseem t6 akiear'fQr -the dimension of
. .

ity"

When one treafment.isfully.elaborated, whereaS-

t
other leaves MUch of.the burden'of'organfza'tion

an4 ,int(vrprotation to the'learner, the regression'
.0.-

slope in the former, tends to pe less steep. .That

iv,- Highs pilofit fsrom-the oppor,tunity to process

0

O.information it-their.own way; Lows.teqd to-be

handi.capped (Crondbach 4',Snow,..1977,

Cronbhch and Snow:(1677, P.4504) also Point out that the

.v4fects of genvral b11ity o4 a'citi,evement depend'upon the
# y.

4,

.0p:rev of ptellectutil wa.rk that Is required to. ear.

"Pl'ocOdurvs Mit reduce tbe Intellectual deNand,eftem
. . ,

.

reduce the dPitTerf4tces bet4een Highs and Lows" (p. 504).
-..

,

,1
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.Instruction can, it appelair, compensate in specific cir-

Cumstances for abilities the learner may not have.
7

A recent study by Brow4 and Campione (1977; see a1s9

Brown, Campione, & MUrphy, 1977) provides sOme intereSting

insights into the long term eil.ects of matching instruction

to aptitudes. 'They uged a remedial approach focusing On

teaching*young!, slow learners to use memorfzation strategies.

The evidence from their study an0 others they reviewed

suggests' that such learners have 4 production rather than

a capacity deficiency: they are able tO use mnemonic

strategies but do not use them spontaneously.' As a result,

prompting c n yield improvement in performance. Nonethe-
.

less, such imprbvement is not tpically 'durable: it lasts

only while prompting conditions are in effect. Moreover,'

there ds littl(4lexibility in that.the skills are not used

on memorizing. tasks other than the one in whiáh prompts

were given. They found that 4urabilitpcould be increased

thrOughtrainitlg, although the amount of training required

was muOi greater than expected. In addition, training to

achieve durability redUced f1exibility4 'T4e skills became

weided.to the tasks used in training. Olaced with these

findings, they turned to a higher level 3Z4 operatioril viz.,

the level of metaMemory.in which students were trained to'

monitor their own processing. Studies at this level showed

some promise. Little durability was achieved for younger

learners, 139t some'transferability was evident among older

learners.

46
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v These findiags true,. 4mportant in that thelv suggest some

.useful questions plat can be asked about the. nature 'cof

effects. How durable are the effects of insttlictional

procedures that remediate or compensate? Are the effects

of these kinds of instructional procedures transferable to

situations in which the.remedial or compensatory conditions

are not present? Brown and Campione's Sindings suggest

that attention be given to tfie possibility of a "heart

pacer" effect in--which perforRance levels are maintained
4

only because the instructional program is doing most of

the work. One way to check thiS possibility is to obtain

follow-up data on tudents aTter they leave remedial or

compensatory programs.

With respect to perqpnality and style variables,

Cronbach and Snow (1977) concluded that while many inter-

actions frequently appear) few are consistent across

studieS. Palk, of the problem here may well,be that gen-

eral measures of personal traits or preferences do not

take into account the.effects of specific situations (see

Jones, 1979; Mischel, 1977). The Clearest results in this,
4

area appdar for,"constructive" motivation: confident,

self-starting, assertive students seem to do better if
4

lek't on the4 9wn4to Work through assigned content.

Two messages emerged from the work on aptitude-treat-

ment intera,ctions. First, conoistent interacO.ons are

likeily to appear o4i1y under ve6r.specific conditions in

which an instructional tr4\ment is designed precisely

A



'

for a particular aptitude. Ateractions under more gen-

eralized conAtions'of aptitude and treatment definitions

4are less replicable or informative. Secodd, knowing. that

a general aptitude interacts with'a broadly defined treat-
!

ment does-not explain how the aptitude.and the treatment

are connected. For,these reasons, considerable attention

1

has turned rbcently to the' study of what Cronbach and

Snow (1977) cant(' "aptitudesprocesses," i.e., the pro-
.

cesses which are actually tapped by measures of aptitude

dimensioqs (see Carroll, 1976; Hunt, 1974; PellegrinO &

tGlaser, 1979; snow, 1978). The premisdCforiphis work is

that a better understanding of aptitude grocesses'.will.

enable instructional designerS to construct treatments

-

that will interact with ai5litudes. Cronbach and Snow

(1')77) also call for more efftensive descriptions of

'instfuetional treatments in'natural settings such as

classooms so that interactions appearing in such settings

can.be tinderstOod and teasonable prescriptions,for prac-

+ tice can:De made.

2

ATI wnd Research. on Teaching Effectiveness'

Do aptitde-4rentment interactions explain how

,teaching effects in classrooms occur? Probably not, The

reasons for this conclusion are exploed in this section.

A compensatory model is often invoked to explain the

effects of direct instructio . The logic seeTs clear.*

Direct instruction is clitara,cterized by structured, whole-

\

Oass, activit, orchestrated by the teacher, an academic.

48
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focus, clear acc'ountability, a rapid pa, a high success

rate for studentos on questions and, assignMents, and a

supportive teacher manner. This model seems to be especially

effective for basic skill subjects in the early elementgry

grades .(see Brophy, 1979; Good, 1979; Rosenshine, 1976,

1979).. This pattern of results suggests that direct ,

instruction gets it effects because it uakes up for likely

deficiencies'in abilfty on the part of pupils

, Does this'effect occur' because of an aptitude-treat-
.

ment, interaction? If one examines data for the effective-
,

ness of formal vs. informal programs, especially-those for .

low ability students in,416 -early elementary gra , a

compensatory interaction seems plausible. Sich students

seem to do better in formal, structiired programs (Rosen-

shine, 1976, 1979; Stallings, 1975). -Yet the effects for

dii'ect instruction beem to apply to both'high and low

ability students and across.grade levels from,primary to

°junior high school (at least in mathematics) see Bennett,

1976'; Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Evertsol;.Anderson, &

Brophy, 1978; Good &-:brouws, 1975;.Solomon & Kendall, 1979).

Moreover,, it appears that'treatment effects, at least for

effee:tive teachers, are fairly uniform aqrloss ability

(

levels within a class (see Bennett, 19764 Good & Becker-

man, 1978a; McDonald &. Elias, 1976). The fct that direct

instruction is effective,across ability and grade lekrels

raises°questions about,whethdr a compensatory interaction

for general ability occurs in direct instruction classrooms.

4
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These findings also cast, someAoubt on the entire premise

that compensation is,the grimary mechanism throughtwhich.

direct instruction gets its effects, except in the very

general sense that all instruction id-compensatory when

compared to llarning totally on your own.

This is not tb say that aptitude-treatffient interactions,

do not occur in classrooms. qndeed, many such intortions

have been identified (Ebmeier & Good; 1979; Evertson,

Anderson, & Brophy, 1078; Solomon & Kendall, 1979). Never-
,

theless, main effects are consistently strong 'in teaching

effectiveness studies in basic skill subjects. Moreover,

many Of the interactions that have been identified are not

consistent across studies or are very difficult,to

pret.,
t at

Jri two studies at Ihe Texas R&D Center, atia.lity-
,

treatment interactions were found at the class level. In'

Ahy4'third-gtade study (Brophy& Evert§on, 1976), an analysis

was done for possible-differences in process-product rela-

ti9nships between high-,and-low SES classes. In the junior

high stuily (Eveatson.,,Anderson, & Brophy, 1978), differences,

for high and low entering abi1i6Cclasses were analyzed.,
4

'In both studies he data Ruggest that 'effective.teachers

in low,abjlityafla,sse$ were generally more supportive and

tolerated more stujent commenta that were not specifically

focUsed on,the'lesson than effective teachers in high

. ability classes.

Ia
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apparently.especially important for 'te9,chers

iin high ability classes-to maintain a. narrow ,academic

focus, even at'the expense of discouraging student
0

In the lowlbility classes, on the other

hand, the more successful teache'rs were4hose who

allowed students to express their ideas, even if they

were not directly relevant1to.the academic task at

hand".(Evertson,Anderson, & Brophy; 1978, p. 109)e

.These findings can be attributed to possib6 differences

.

in-motivation between th'e two ability levels, Nevertheless,

the findings are not consistent with ATI results in laboxa-

Acry studies in. which ',2cOnstructive. motivation (confidence

and assertivenctss) is associated 4th greater achievement

in autonomous rather than restricted treatments and lower

ability learners do better with focus and guidance

(Cronbach &"SnOw,%977).' It is also likely that the class-
.

i:oom,interactions are in part a reflection "of the different

classroom conditions that are associated with differepces

-in student .abilitry levols. (Campbell, 1974; Metz, 1978).
\

It is not particularly surprising that ATIs in class-

nooms are not consistent with those in_l_AVoratories.

Classrooms- differ Irom.laboratories.on several ditensions,
t 0

including 'the group nature of the setting, the duration

,-,of the group's life; 'and the range.of learning tasks.

Similarly, it unreasonable to expett that ATIs in class-

'rooms wou4d be strong and replicable'given'the general

'let/Pt at which both .aptitudes and treatments are typicalli'-'

'-deli,ned.
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The .existing ellidelice does not Upport n TI inter-

pretation for existing.procéss-product relationships. At

the same time, complex interaCtions arelikely to operate

in cla'ssroods in ways that attenuate proCess-prodUct asso-
*

eiations.. The identificlition of these interactions awaits

a better understanding of"how.treatment effects occur in

classrooms. At present the"available work on.aptitude-

treatment interactions'in either laboratories or cJassrooms
by

does not cast: much light on the processes that connect

4

Aeachisig (cin,ditions with outcomes.

Conclusion

TtLe treatment theories underlying teaching effective-
,

,

ness inquiry provide little specific,information About the

prucesse's Ahat mediate teaching effects in classroom

environmentqu. Motivational constructs are useful for pre-
.

dieting the general persistence of indiVidual students in

(flassroom events and,.thrOugh Ahe instrumentality of prac-

Lice, their likely level of achievement. Such constructs

db.bot, however, specify what content is,being presented

. or how OA, student.iS expected to proce§s that content0

academic sUbstance of instruction, inAother wordS, is

left out of the analysis. T

.l. 1

The consteruot of practice certain* MONTS closer to

.

. 1

: academic substance. The construct is typically associated i( 4

d.
with such Variables as content co'vered* or academic engage7

ment.. Nevertholoss, a treatment theory based on practice

still has limitations. Part of the problem is thatethe
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most direct measurer of practice--viz., Ongagement*--is

_Imperfect. Appearing to be engaged in the presence of

. academic stimuli does not necessarily mean that one is

actually engaged on academic content (Hudgins, 1'067).
.

41.

Moreover, a measure of engagement does ilot tell .how,the

j'

person', is 'engaged; i.e., how the person is processkng.the

0

available information. As Gage-(1978) ha.s'observed:

"Academic.learticng time, in the form Of allocated and

engaged time, is, in a sense, a psychologically empty

quantitative concept. We need better analyses of how

that time is filled, of what learning processes go on

.durink academic learnink time" (p. 75).
°

In sum, the treatment assumption§ in research on

teaching are based-primarily on a reception theory of

student mediating responses. This theory "is a on&-stage

model'that posits that test performance is a function of

th,, amount of information that is received by the

Warner. . . . The amount received. . .is a .function co-'

such instructional. factors' as the amount and speqd of

presentation and of such internal factors as the moti-

vation of the learner" (Mayer, 1979, pp. 373-274). Such

a theory provides little insight into the cognitive

operatiocs that occur, when learning'takes place.

The next logical step in attempting to understand how

teaching effects occur is to construct a;process model

that cotInects cla-ssroom events to outcoml As the aboVe

analysis of ailtttude-treatment interaction'research

o3r 0 p',



suggests, an approach which focused on information,

procesSing responses primarily as attributes of good

-

and poor learners is not an especially fruitful route

t9 such*.process model. What is needed is a fraMework

(that explains how classrooth'eents influence student

information processes for all students. The nextttwo

chapters report the resultq of an attempt to construct'

such a framework.

A
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Chapter .3.

tA TASK MODEL OF STUDENT MEDIATION

'Th'e t!entral problem of the project was to add to our

understanding of how teaching effects'occur by identifying

dew

the cognitive processes that connect classroom events to

outcomes.. To address this-prOblem it was necessary to focus'
4

on the subsfance of intruction, on the information that is

'processed ia classrooms rather than simply the overt behavior

' of teactlers and students., This shift to content was also

consistept with the findings from process-product research

'that content variables--opportunity to learn, content

covered, and curriculum Taoe--areltorrelated*with achieve-

ment (Roenshine, 197 1979). The intention was not,

however, to abandon the teactier.and focus-exclusively on

the effects of curriculum. Rather, an attempt was made to
, .

study,

c:

thi curricufum in use in classrooms and to Iliew

teati g variables as information resources that guide stu-

dents in their procEissing of content (see Carroll, 1976a;

Gibson, 19'60; .and Frase, 1972 for an information inter-
.

pretatioh of_ instructional stimuli).*

Cognitive.psychologY was used as a basis lor cOn-

ceptualizing how content-is processed -in .classrooms. There

are, of course, limitations inherent in this approach.

fr Many of the'constructs in cognitive psychology are based

on artificial or simplified task performed under heavily

controlled conditions. Nevertheless, the field has recent.ly

#shown considerable promise for unraveling some of the



'problems and mysteries in the field of school learning

(see Anderson, 1977; Davis, Jockusch., & Mknight, 1978;

Glaser, 1979; Posner, 1978).

the literature im cognitive psychology is large,

highlk technical, and diVerse. No attempt is made here to

review.all of this literature (for useful collectiou and

reviews see Andev,son, Spiro, & Montague, 1977; Bobrow &

Collins, 1975; Cla'rk & Clark, 1977; Cotton, 1976; Craik,
1

/ .

1979;, Ii6tes, 1978; Gagne, 1978; W.lagher, 1979; G1as6r,

1979; Hagen,.Jongeward, & Kan,' 1975.; Klahr; 1976; McConkie,

1977; Resnick, 1976; Rumelhart, 1977a; Simon, 1979;"Wittrock

& Lumsdaille, 1977. 4 The focus, rather, is on the core-con-

ceOt of cognitive pS'ychology that appear to have relevance

to the problem of understanding processes that connect

classroom events to outcomes.

The chapter is organized around the concepts of scheMa

and 4ask. Each'othe concepts is defined and illustrated-

with speci0.1 reference to the proces of comprehension. To

begin', however, it is necessary to provide a general over-7

view,Of the human information processing system.4

Human Information Prociessihg.%

Most contemporary models of human information pro-

cessing p hree interconnected units oe'components:

(1) a sensory register; (2) a short-term store Or working

memory; and (13) a long-term store or semantic memory (see

.Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; RumelhaA, 1977a),



ti

,

,

The sensory register is the level ittwhich.sensory
t i .

data,Orom'the environment impinges upon thtf information-

processing system. The capacity of the sensory register

is large but informatiot) is retal ed for very short inter-

alvals unlessit is transferred t the short-term store for

consciouls processi4. Research in such areas as visual

perception, signal deriection, p.nd letter discrimintiom is

oriented to this level of sensory registration (see Gregg,

1974; Haber, 1978; LaBerge, 1975;, LaBerge.& Samitels,.}.976-;

Posner & Snyder, 1975).

The short-term store or working memory component is a

limited-capacity- processor witin0 which conscious processing

of information takes place. Information at this level is

received selectively from the sensory register and is often

opmbined with information from long-term meMory to construct

meanings and make dellisions Working memory hasa limited

storage capaciey; informatiom is typically retained only

as long as jt is ne6ded for Conscious processing0

semantiC memory receives information.from working

membry (and perhaps'some from the sensory: rwis;90.for.
1

Oa.

a

'a, ,

long-term retention. -4t th9 same,-time0.ong;4!rm.,meiTtory
,

.

,

.. .o
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t -,
, always accessible because of inadequate retrieval cues or

ft

I

Inappropriate search strategies.

. These three components define the structural lea ures

of the informatioh-processinif system. The system also con- P

tains.a set of control processes that direct attention,

'rehearsal, 'elaboration, and search, (see Craik, 1979;

A

Craik & Lockhart, 1972; MOrris,\Bransford, & Franks, 1977).

These are the operations tarried out on information during

encoding, processing, storagecand retrieval.

A central premise of modern vgnitive psychology is

that comprehension is a constructive process pransford &

Franks, 1976; Dooling & Christiaansen, 19771J.; Greeno, 1974;

Hunt, 1973; Kintsch & van Dijk 1978; Paris, 1975; Schank &

Abelson, 1977; Smith, 1975). AccOrding'to this premise,'
t

meani" does not result, from passive reception of information

from the en/ironment. Rkther, understanding involves con-

s'truclion of .a cOgnitive representation of events or conpepts

and Lheir relationships in a specific context.

The pro4less 0.constructing a.cognitive representation-
, "

of a situation fo be comprehended 'is interaCtive anO.

sequvntial, involving ihformatioh from both the.environment
4

and.O.oimsemantic memory (see'EStes, 1975; Le'vy, 1977;-
*1

:,11qmethart, 1977b; Aumelhart'&'Ortony, 1977). In compre7

11

,

.6hending prosefoe'examplee,' a readelgradually builds a

model of tho semanticstructure,of the. passage. Information

from the environment make 'contact with infomation from

semantic memory to suggest a likely interpretation. lhis 4'

1

p.

I

,

N
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interpretation establishes expe.ctations about what subse-

'queut (ivents will mea9.. These expectations, in turn, guide
4

- processing...of new information in working memory (see Chafe,

4

1970, on the.process of foregrounding) -, They re'stilict, in

ot.her Words, the options for.interpreting.incoming-infor-z

mation. . Thus, the interpretationThf the'word. "*Saw.." dep'ends

upon whether the-information,aIready available to the readen

suggests that the pasaage at that point is*about looking or

C..utting a boa',r,d.: Finally",'now information is us'ed.to up-

date the initial:interpretation as the reader'progresses

through the passage.

This 'interaction between knowledge of, the World and,

passage information can be illustrated in the 'following'

\ example.: 'If the first sentence in a.palage is: -"Michael

took the. keys from Steven," severalinte pretations are ,

possible. All that is known at:this point iS that the

possession of the keys has.. pasSed from Steven. to Michael,

but thecirCinnSlanCes are, ot qlear. If the next eritence

is "Steven called the police," the information about the

.circumstanoes surrounding the.change in possession is

clarified by the inference that Stevenrs actions are con-

tingent upon having discovpred that his keys wrDbi.missing.

As will be emphasized later, constructing a cognitive

repr*esentation of a passage inyolves not only the explicit

information in the sentpnces but also the inferences that

art made to complete the full picture of the episode or

eveA to be comprehended.
4
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PassaKesoand situations differ,of courses in terms of

Che amount of prior knowledge and the nulitber Of inferences

required for comprehension. ,That 1S, some passages are

more familiar ahd morevedundant than others (see Haber,

1978). If the information in a passage and tpe pqrson's

knowledge of the world do not permit the cOnstruction of a

cognitive representation, then comprehension will not be.

In the following section, he interactive process of

constructing a eognitive representation of an event is

exOlained more fully. The discuSsiAn in this section

focused on. the onceptio?schemal which is bagic to modern

"'cognitive theory, and to"lhe way the macrostructure-of

events guides information processing.

Schemata and the Macrostructure of Texts

One of the underlying propositions in cognitiye psy-,

cholgay is that knowledgelin semantic or long-term memory
,

's organiZed into associational networks or sChemata (Ander-

Bower, 1973; Bobrow & Norman, 1975; Frederiksen, 1975b;

'Hunt,-1973; Kintsch 1974; Meyer & Schraneveldt, 1976;

.Norman Gentner, & Stevens, 1976; Rumelhart & Norman, 1978;

Rumelhart & Ortony,1977; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1979).

Several.different approaches Nave been taken to notation

for representing khowledge structurds, but in general they

consist f a diagram of concepts and'propositions about the
.

relatiohships among these conkepts. K1ntsch,(1974), in

60



particular, emphasizes'that the qtructure of knOwledge is

a prtposifion41 network. Much of the, wark in this field

has concentrated on schemata for prose. Recently, however,

the basic concept has been extended to representations of .

a

pictures (Mandler & Ritchey, 1977).1 stories (Kintsch, 1977;

Rumelhart, 1975), episodes (Bowe* Black, &-TUrner, 1979;

Schank, 1975), and so.cial Situations (Schank & Abelson,

1977; Stein & Goldman, 1978).

This organizational view-of knowledge. calls attention,

the multiple associations that are bilought to ber on A

pieoe of information. The word "apple," for instance, i/s

embiecided in a .network of associations referring to shap

color, texture, use, and relation to other foods. In on-

trast, the word "brick" elicits a different set of asso-
,

ciations. Similarly, the concept "drugstore" evokes/a

range of aissociated objects and events. Finally, vferbs,

such as "take," "run," or "carry," specXy action1 that

are performeq on or with objects.

These meanings associated with objects, episodes,..

actions, or situations are utilized ity/constructing

representation of the semantic content of a passage or

event. A schema is a relatively abstract representation

acquired from past experiences with exemplars (see Brans-

/ ford & Franks, 1976; Bransford, NitsChl & Franks, l977),

'It contains slots or variabjes iyIto which specific objects,

/

actions, or events can U0 instantiated (Anderson, Pichert,
\ .

. /
0

Goetz, Schallert, Stevens, 4 rollip, 1976; Anderson,

fie

k
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-Stevens, Shifrin, & Osborn,'1677)0 Once a schema ts been

selected and the variables instantiattd, cornprehen on tabs.

place. In other words, "'Comprehension c4n be consi ered to

consist of selecting schemata and variable bindings that

will. 'account for' the material to be comprehended, and

Ihen verifying that those schemata do indeed account for it.

We say that a scheflaccounts for' a siivation whenever

that.situation can be interpreted as an instance Cif the con-

cep1 of the schema represents" (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977.

p. 111).

Schemata play an.espec,i.ally iMportant role in accounting

for ambiguities in passages or situations and irt making

inferences. Passages or episoaes are seld9m fu4t specified.

In building a coknitive representation, therefor, a person

must make infeyences to interpret association anA causality

among concepts or events. Thus, in the 'sentence."George

entered the restaurant," the,restagrant schema t script

permits inferences about how he will-by assigned a table

'-chank & Abelson, 1917). Similarly, in the exa ple used

,earlirr, the sentences "Michael took the keys from Steven.

Steven. called the police" permit the inference, based en

kilOwledge.of why people call.the police, that Michael stole

the keys. 4

This process of inferenye maRing in building a cognitive

r6presentation is calfed'u$emantic-iintegrtion" (see Brans:

ford & Frankv.1971; Brown, A976; Brown, Smiley, Day,

'Townkend, 4 Lawton, 1977; Paris, 1975; Paris & Carter, 1973;

62 ..6v1
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Paris & Lindauer, 1976).. `Ip studies of semantic integratlon,

subjects read simple stories or descriptions. These stories

are constructed so that several inferences are possible.

Subjects are then given a list of senlences, some of which

are verbatim from the sWry and some of which are statements
4

oft'inforences that could easily be mad i. and they are asked'

to.tell which sentences appeared in the o ginal story.

Both children and adults consistently recognNiZe true infer-

ence statementsi.e., sentences tich express'a logical
N

infeeence from tile sentences-in the storyas having appeared.

in the original text when in fact these statements did not

appear. Paris and Carter (1973), for example, read'three

'sentence stories to second and fifth grade stuclents. A

typical story would be: "The bird s inSide the cage. The

cage is under the table. The bird is yellow." When tested

for recognition memory of verbatim, true inference, and

false inference sentences, the students c'onsistently'claimed

to have already heard true inference sentences such as "The

bird is unCter the table."

The operation of schema in comprehension can be demon-'

strafed with two examples taken from experiments ithis

field. In the first example, gransforcf.and Johnson (1972)

demonstrated that wheh a .passage does not perTit the con-

strUction of a cognitime representation comprehension and

recall are difficult to achieve. To demonstrate this eftect,

they wrote an ambiguous passage:

k
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If the .bi0,1clons pepped, the sound wouldn't be able to
.

.carry since everything would be -too far aWay from the

cOrreCt flOor. A closed.window would also prevent the

soundrom carrying, since most bu11d1ngs'tend to Ile

well insulaWd. Since the whole operation depends on

a stea.dy flow of electricity,' a break in the middle of

the wire would also caUse prOblems. Of course; the

fe'llow-could shout, bUt the human voice is not loud

enough to carry that far.. An additional-problem is

that a,string could,break on the instrument'. .Then

there could bejlp accompaniment t.O.the message. It is
,

clear that the iSest situation would involve less dis-

tance. Then there would be'-fewer potential problems;

With- face to face contact, the least'number'of things"

could go'wrong (Bransford &Johnson, 1972, p. 719)..

Comprehension ratings and recall for this paksage were low

unless subjects were given a context within which to inter-

pret the passage. The appropriate:context-Nin this'case was

A

a drawing depicting a modern-dq Romeo attempting to serenade

-his girlfriend. In the drawing; the balloons are used to

lift a speaker to the girl's window at the top of the building

so that the sound of the'singing, accompanied by a guitar,

could be heard.

The second example demonstrates that the knowledge .of .

the world subjects bring with them to a passage influences

the semahtic representation thaCls constructed. In this

examplv, Anderson, Reynolds, 'Slohallert, and Goetz (1977)

gave college Audents the following passage:
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.Ivety.Satur'da-y.higAjour goOd friends get toOther.

Whep Jerry, Mike, and Pat'arrived:i'Karen was sitting

,i6 her living 1oom0writing.some'notewb She quickly

,

'gathered the carps and stood up to greet her friendS

at the door. . They followed her into the liv-ing room

.jaut asrusual they couldn't agrde on.exaqly what'to.

Jerry evdntually-took 'a stand and set,things.

. 4

up.' Tinally, they began to pl.ay.- Kafen's'6corder

filled the room with soft and pleasant music.'Early,'

,
in thic evening, Mike noticed Pat's hand and the many
.

t

-diamonds. A,s the night ptotifessed the tempo of play

increaspd. Finally a lull in tlie activities occurred..

,

Taking adyantage of this', Jerry pondered the arrange-
,

men:i in..front of. him. Mike ihterpreted Jerry's reverie

and said, '1,et s hear the score.' They listeped care-

:\
Illy 4nd comm nted 'on their perforpance. When the

comments were all heard, exhausted Isut.happy, KAren s

friLlpds went:home (p. 372)0

Eviden'ee from tests indicate that physical education stu-
.

'dents.tended to interpret the passage as a description of- a
7

%roup of triends playing. cards'. Music students, on the

other hand, interPreted the passage as a rehearsal sessiOn

for a woodwind,ensdmble. A second pasTage-which could-be

intCrpreted as eitber a prison
,

eAcape or a .wres.tiing.match

produced consistent find1ng.8: mUsic students temde'd to

adopt the prison interpretation b,ut physical edueat16
;

1sCUdents saw i6ts a wrestling match. Similar results ar.e
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.rePorted by Dooling and Chrf8.tiaansenk(1977a, 1977b). in

whfch passages are attribuCed to famous authors (e.g.',

Hitler). They found that subjects used their' general

,knowledge about such authors to encode the passage and,

10

-when the auothor fdentity was delayed,until recall,, to

reconstruct the' passage at retrieval. .

To this point the discussion has focused on tow

Achemata 'operate .in constructing an"interpretation of a

passage"or event. But the select in' of a schema and the

instantiation O,,f variables is constrained by the paSsage

Or event itself. Smile insight.into how contexti.e., the

eveglor passage to be comprehendedconstrains information-

processing can be .gained from studies Of the macrostructure.

ofWxts.. The major, work in this rea js -fliat of Meyer

(1975,'1977;. Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1978), buroihers have..

reported similar results (see Coke & Koether1977;

Johnson, 1970; Johnson & Scheidt,,1977; Just & Carpenter,

4

1976;. Thorpdyke, 1977). The main finding of these studiel:

isthat ('oncepts.high in the organizational structure or

hierarchy of a passage are recalled better _Marl concepts

,lower, in he hierarchy. These findings suggest that l'eaders's)
,

adopt th0 semantic structure of'the passage VO guide the

select1on and processing of inforAation. Propositions high

V

in the passage hierarchy, are used'to organize jarge,chunks

of inforMation lower in'the Ntructure of, the pasSage.

:Indeed, Cirilo and Foss (1980) found that processing

propositionsirigh.in a tat.hierarchy actually, takes.

$
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longer tha.n those ewer in the hifrarchy. Alohg simiirr

Jines, Shavelson (1 2 1974; see alsO Geeslin & Shavelson,

19731 tound,that students who learn more abOut a tibjecf

(in thAs case physics and mathematics) aaso acquire a cog-
,

nitive eepresentation Mat corresponds more closely tl the

stTueture ofthe content.. Of course, if don,te,n.t is not

structured, subjects mill impose a structure of their own

they.will rely.oetheir own schemata) or they will
OP

benefitgreatly from experimenter-pcovided structures in
1

the form ot .advance organizers (seeAMayer, 1977).
. ,

%
.

a% 'a--,. m
Comprehenmionr, then, 'is an interactive process (Kintsch &

Van Dijk, 1978).. Schemata play an important rOle injnterr

preting sentences or events and making inferencas necessary

to construct a cognitive representation of a passage or

episode. But such representations are not solely personal.

Passageo and episodes darry instructions for constructing

meaning and people use these instructions to guide their

O.

processtng. To understand comPrehension, then, it i

essary to, understand the structure of knowledge in both

people iind situations (see Bransford, McCarrell, Franks, &

Nftsch, 1977).

I)

i

.

Task's

, A description of the use of schemata 4n Comprehension

.i

gtves inSight ink) how the information processing system

works. But.the disussion 16aves out an important dimensipn:'

)[Aople proccs inforffn'ttion'for a.purpo4e. A passf:g6 which
.

1
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is read xurely for personal.interest iS likelY to be-refire-7
0

L

Isentod differently Trom.a.passage which ip read in preparation

for a test. in4ructiosls to summarize the gist of

a passage will result-in a reprelptation that differs from

the repr6senta4tion pro.duced by instructions to report the

"lumber of words beginnIng the the letter "S."

Purpoves are -introduced into the cOnstruction of cog-

nitive representations by the task conditions under which

*

peoine process informattion(See Frjcieriksen, 1975a; McConkiel

1977; Morris BrWnsford, & Franks, 1977;, libthkopf, 1976).

A task is.a set'of eXplicit or implicit instruRtions about

what a person will- be expected to do after reading a passage'

4

or withessing/participatiug in an episode. In infbrmal

situations, such as cocktail parties or parks, instrUctions

are likely to be kroadly construed so .that.personal choice'

defines the substr6ce of tasks, In formal situations, such

as classrooms, expectations are morc like lY to be specific

11

and explicit.

In essence a'task consists of two elethent*, (a) a go

and (b) a set of operations necessary to achiev0 the goal

(st.re Simon & Hayes, 1976). A full specification of a tas

therefore,'gives insight intO the.cognitive processes tha

can be used to accomplish thp task. As Dawes (1975, pu

e/

has aserIved: "The model of the'task enables us-to undot.
s'.

stand, the task requirements -i.e., to Answer questions

1

,
,

how the task is successfully completed. Understanding
..

. I

ta;ik requirements, in turn, yields an understanting of
. .

d;

k,

1
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subject who perform-s in a more ,or less sUccessful manner."

Clearly the') study of thsks is especially approPriate Lor

_

the present, project because a task bridges the region'between

\
environmental conditions and in/ormation processing. 40t

A central problem in defining tasks is that a single

goal can'be tccornplished in several ways. It is therefore

not tilways possible to specify a- un.iqu6 set of operations

4

necessary to reach a given goal. SubjecIs may use a variety

of idiosyncratic processes tic) successfully:memorize a list

noun pairs and, indeedi the same indivAdual may use dif-
.

ferent strategies for memorizing different lists (see

Battlg, 1975). But.it is pogsibls to demonstrate that dif,

ferent goal,s require different operations for their accom-

piishment. Different tasks, therefore, are associated with

different processes.

The effeel of different tasks is clearly seen in the

,

(ontrast between Nemantic and nonsemantic processing, i.e.,

the.proces:4ing of words for meaning vs0 the processing of

words for lexical.featureS tsee BransfOrd, Nitsch, & Franks,

1977; Morris, Bransford, & Frankfs, 1977; Postman & Kruesi,

). Thus, if subjects are required to count the numher

of X s appearing in a set of photographs, they are unlikely

to remember much a6-out the scemrs or' faces depicted. Sim-

ilarly, if sultjects aro,asked to identify the worciks that

rhyme in a passage they will remember less about the gist

of the passage than those who are instructed to summarize'

the main ideas.

69 .
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But task effects are evident at a more refine4 level,

These effect

?

are especially clear in experiments in which

4expectation for testing are manipulated (see Balch', 104;

Frase, 1975; Frederiksen, 1975a; Hunt, 1973; Naus,.0imstein, &

Kreshtool, 1977; see.McConKie, 1977, for evipw)4 .StIch

studies inOicate thal: subjects adjust..1*(emat4.0n larocessing

to fit the type of 1t they expect. 4)ifierent Strategies
.

of selecting and processing infOrMation are used, therefore,

depending.on whether sUbjects expected to be tested for

.--. recall, recognition, or inferenpes There is evensevi.dence

that different tasks influencethe microprocesses of salocting

different features of words in reading a passage (Gibson &

Leirin, 1975, pp.'360-372, 466-474). In other words, "the

natureof exploratory behavior-with respect to any stimulus

configuration is merdulated by the task in which the subject

is involved at the time of encounter" (Nunnally.& Lemond,

'11973).-

Barr's (1975) study of the substitution errors first-

grade pupils'made when trying to idehtify unfamiliar words

lin a text provides a more .naturalistic example of how task

.differences affect processing. She found that pupils taught

;by a sir -word rthd4 substituted words from the sample of

.re.ding words,contained.in the instructional mateviafs,

Madfew non-Word responses, and shtwed little letter-sound
..

corrcpondence in attempts to identify unfamilfar wgrds-.

;3

Pupils taught by a honics method, on the other.hand, made
,

ji
mori: non-wo d or partial-word responses, showed high .

f 4 .
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itent:4Nno.Ottreyei.V.:±)fti4Vrnotor,A,Witli \stx,aigy .inconsistent.
-... -

awith thal rev,kred ,by2j4v -tn.ethod'.poorl adapted to. tasit',demands.
.

,

,Sehemata- and the MacrostrINtUro of Tasks'
go

" ,._
. , . _. .

..,, ..

'The._ ev'idOce're0,-OrodYabove clear14? indicates . tha.t

task provides con text wirih 'regulate8 ..t4a6. .sqlvetiod OT
. ,.,..4 -., °- ..-, . .

iaformatio-and. the choice..of stratmies for processing_ .

a

4.

4.

4.
.

*

'4'

V.

. ,

tha t in format ion 0.4 Thus , "chabginge- a Iiipbjv '' :task changps-
,.. P. .

.:_. a

the kind of event the subject ex*p(irlences" (Jejlkins-,-19771
-;......

p. 425).
,

The effects of a ta'Sk on selectiVe:.attending.and pro-
. .

cessing.depends on at least two factor's: (1) familiartty

with the task; and (2the developmental level of the.ptr-
%

son attempting to accompllsh the task (seiptansford,

& Franks, 1977; Day, 1975; Estes, 145; Gibson ge

LAin, 41975; Goodnow, 19-72;. naber, 1978; Hagep,'1975; 4

Nunnally & Lemond, 1973; Siegel & White, 1975; Vernon, 1966).

-.Mature subjects are much more selective and efficient in

using avaiiable cues to'extract infolmipon relevant to

accomp4shing a
1

task,yand this efficiency increases as they

9
.

.become more familiar with the task. Less mature subjects,
4

,

om the other hand, attend to a broader range of stimuliland

/.are Loess likely to select and.process iformation td fit

it
71
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t
..

. 4 t
1 ,

6 I
a vitt4nds of.'a particu,lar task (see Pick,. Frankel, &

% .44

,

4

.41

75; Wright & Ylietqra, 1975) .. This Is not to'say

- ehat..3.4.!uqg Ihildren ai!e incaPable of understanding a tIsk

f4
- Q11, adjcWtjIip gtrittgies Ao meet" task demands. Investigators'
$,. . . . -

21; 6h; in tn6 field .of sociolinguistics have found that children
.

.t. .
.

.
.

,..
,

,

n

'As y..Qung asJour years, old adjust language patterns to match
#.

deittamds'o'f different coitlinunication taSks, such as giving an

4 0

'explanation, to an adult vs5. giving an explanation to a
. . .

._ .,., ,

yolInger ch ld (PickertY& Sgan, 1977; Shatz & Gelman, 1973,
...%

gr.

1977). Ne ertheless.,. young children often require a "well-

0
A

formed!' lask".:.p_9rder to 'understand task demands .(see

k_Ake
mon '6'Ha.yeS,. 146). .Aloreover, they often.le ibit' a

"prbducCion deficiency!" (see Brown, 1975; Br,Lw &.Campione,

1978; Brown & Smiley, 1977; Brown et al., 1977; Chi, 1977;

Hagen, Jongeward, & Kail, 1976; Kreutzer, Leonard, kFlavell,

J975). This means that children are capable of uging infor-

'nation processing strategies but typically do not use then;

spontaneously and flexibly to match specific task requirements%

Knowledge'of the task alone ip not always saficient.. They

depend, rather, on instructions and prompts to activate

appropriafe strategies.

There Are two important%mplications of these da0Pa on

factors which influence task effects. First,.as McConkie

(1977)' has observed, the effectof a task* idicrea es with

I
the numtle\of times it is expirienced. Experience, with a

task probab Incrpases the claritif-of task demands.

Instructions or a task often do not communicate in any

72
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Al 1

complete sense .the nature.of the goal that is to be accom-
0. S.

plished, i.e., thy nature of the test subjects will receive.
A

But once the test has been taken and feedback reteived, the

_task is more fully specified As will be emphasized-later

4 in this report, task effects are likely to be especially

sfireng in classrooms because tasks are experiended repeatedly
. .

.^

over a fairly long period of.time.

Second, Ihe data on selectivity provide insight -.into

the- consequencs. of instructional conditionvon task per-
.

formance. In ldarning from prose, for example, students

.may be given lists of objectives, instructions io look for

%
specific types*of information, or questions inserted at

intervals in the passage. These conditions do not change

the task itself-, although'they maY clarify the nature of

the task-orAlaffect the likeliho9d that it will be accosm-

-
plished. (It is pbssible, of course, to understand a task'

1

_ bUt not be able 10 accomplish it.) Research on.these con-

dition's (see Andre, 1979; Frase, 1972, 1975; Mayer, 1977,

1979; McConkiel 1977) is consistent°with results of studied

for s'elective qttending and procesg,ing: the effe-cts of

instrUctional conditions depend upon their specificity and

their ccinnection to the Task being accomplished. Very

general PrompXs.or adjunct'alds that do not eitheo add to

the in,formation already supplied by unerstanding.the task

itself oiT activate processe necessary to accomplish the

task, do not contribute o performance. Ind9ed, such

prompts, are pfobatay 4gnOred0 In addition, proMpts are

A
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more likely 'tf affect: the performance'of subjects who do not

have the necessary schemata for understanding the task or

the Maturity to select the appropriate strategies. Whetyr
-v

the effects.ol prompts on the:performance of less mature

subje,cts are permanent is questionable. (Brown iicCampione,

1977)''.

From the perspective being developed here, comprehension

of.prose is a task. Indeed, in.moNt comprehension studies,

subjects are.eithel' told they will be tested or.can reason-
.

10,11y assume .that.a test. will be given. Thus a task context

exists for the passage. Under general instructions to read

and understand the passagelubjectseappear to make use of

ft.

the macrostructure of the text to construct a cognitive

representation for coMprehension. Specific task instructions

can, however, overrlide$ the efSect of text structure (See

Pichert & Anderson, 1976). If the task requires processing

oS informaVon low j4n the text hierarchy, then such infor-

mation will be attenOed to. Furthejmore, comprehension may

not be the, task in a'particular ituation. Areader might

' be required to remember'ipr4per names or technical terms

rather than comprehend.the passage itself. In such.* case,

the syntactic and semantic characteristics of the passage

will have little effect on task accomplishment.

.constrring a cognitive representation ?q_a_passage

or'an episode ls guided, then, by the task a person is.

working on. Thislview broadens the context scr.c comprehension

from the macrostructure of texts and episodes to the
11



4'

macrostructure q.situations (see Mischel, 1977; Schank &

Abelson, 1977). To unddrstand a task At is nece8Sary to

construct a cognitive representation that encompasses a

goal and a set of operations likely to achieve that goal

t.$ee Simon & Hayes, 1976). Since tasks arp typically set

by.people, especially in classroom situations, representing .

a task involves social cognition, i.e., a,representation of

how another person views the world (spe Hayes, 1972; Sh3ntz,

1975). In addition., under certain circumstances constructing

a task represent,ation may require the integration pf events ;

taking pla-ce over several days. Inference and problem-solvteg

are central, therefore, to understanding task demands.

Finally, over time knowledge structures or schemata are

built around tasks. A'head imiter's restaurant schema is

likely tO be different in fundamental ways from a customer's

schema.

Conclusion

At this level of'abstraction the task model Willd

Apvear to be a promising approach to underslmnding how

teaching effects occur for at least two reasons. First,

the concept of task conneciis information processing with

environmental conditions. Knowing the tapk gives access

$

to the kinds of cognitivl processes that are likely' to be

necessary to accomplish the task. 'second, a task is more

than jusit content. It also4.includes the sktuation in which

content is embedded. -It-is still possible, therefore, to



incorporate-teaching variables into the conceptualizatir
(,

of.classroom conditions that effect achievement. At the

same timffil leaching variables ard not isolatpd from tile

substance ot instruction.

'

,
' To cla

IF

ifythese potential centribut.ions of the task
P

model; it s necessary to turn to an analysis of thee:types

-of aciademIc.tasks that are likely, to appear in classrooms

wild to describe the .way sueh tps11 lunction a8 frameworks

'1osguide student informatiOn

environments. .

,

1

prppessing in classrbom
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Chapter 4

ACADEMIC TASKS 14 CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS

ft The pur'pose of this chapter is to construct a bridge

between bile-information processing model based on the con-

cept of task and the fielcl of researchcOn effettive teachinge

This purpose will be served by relating the6general task .

Todel moltre cifically to the subject-matter tasks students

:are likeWy lenco nter in classroom environments. The chap-

ter is divided in o two sections. In thd first section,

differen4 types of academic. tasks are identififd and their

effects on information processing and learning are described.

In the second section, attention turns.to the consequences'

'of embedding academic tasks in clasSroom envi;ronments. .In'

.this section the analysis centers on how taskS are affected

by the conditions under which they are experienced in class-

rooms.

Academic Tasks

lt,Chapter 3, the; focus was on comprehension becaUse'it

provided a convenient way to illUstrate how-tasks influence'

information processing. In addition, comprehenslon.is

essential if one is to navigate the demands of a complex

,6nvironment with any degree of functional achievement. In

this hapter, hoWever, it is necessary to introduCe the con-

. e.ppt oj'learning" since classrooms are officially designated

as settings in which learning is to take place. To deal with

learning it is' necesary to view tasks hs treatments.

1/4. Iq



Adopting this view dges not involve,a radical shift:from

the previoug;analyais because fhe task wide]: reaailylends

itself to a treatment interpretation. Accomplishing a task

can have two oonsequences. Jeirst, a person will acquire

informationfacts, concepts).principles, solutionsrelevant

to the demands of the particular task that is accomplished.
.

Second, a rson will practice operationsmemorfzing,

classifyin6, lpferring, analyzingused'to obtain or pro-

duce the information daanded by the,,itask. (For a disr

cuSsion of.the'distinction between information nd operations,

see Me'rrill & Boutwell, 1973.) Students will learn what a

tlsk leads them to do, i.e., they, will acquire informaiion

and operations which are necessary to accomp4sh a task 4

(se0 Frase, 197k 1975; Markle, 1969). Different taSkS.):

then; will have different ,effects depending. upon thegoals

and the operations which are defined by thetdsks. This)*

V in eSsence, is fhe foundation of a treatment theory based on

the task model.

An important distinction must be kept in mind through-
%

out this chapter. Understanding is always required-ar-the

;

task level. A person must understand a filaski.e., compre-,

hend tne goal and the operations that are necessai'y to achieve.

the'goalin order to accomplish the task. But the task to

be accomplghod may not require understanding of the subject
,

matter .which is embedded in the task. To accomplish a task

which requires identifying in a passage all words whin con-
.,

tain the letter "Sp" a pers90 must first understand that

78 c
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A.(1entifyih&such words is the task. The task itself recAres
V

no.underS;anding of the content of the pgssage.

MemOry vs. Cbmprehension Tasks

The analysis 18f aCademic tasks will begin witiliOrba;ic

distinction between tasks which can be accomplishekby ver-

batim reproduCtfon of content previousearInntered (memony

tasks) and tasks hich can be accomplished by Undersianding,
0

, Nhe gist of the mater al previouslyeacouneeTed. (compre60en-.'

sion t(asks),,IThe t issue is to clarify this distinction.

The discussion then turns to the way each of these tasks

affekets information)processing.

I

Ttie d4stinctionbetween memory and comprehension tasks

is based,vn a 'distinction between the.surface structure-and

the conceptual tructure of
1

*tasks direct attenlion to the surfac tructure of the text

ext (see Chafe,. 1970). Memory

:and to the verbatim reproduction of that dnformaition, gom-
P.

prehension tasks direct attention to the cpnceptual

structure of the text and tpothelearning of,the gist of

the infoemation a.t,that level. In other words, "verbatim

. information consist6:of proposiions 'about tilfr physical

'sentences, whereas gi'st information consists of'propositions

. About the rcftreiits ,of the sentences" (J. R. Anderson &

Paulson
,

1977).

R. C. Ander.son .(1972) apiSroache the distinction from

the perspective.of test items. V
- e

atim item i.e., items

which,contain.examples'previOusly encluntered*in,instructlion

or which contain laguage that is coniOuent with that used

*4.
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-

.6.,

in instructiohl, me4sure recall.but not necessarily comPre-
.

hension. Paraphrase items, i.e., items which contain
.

examples not used previOus.ly in instruction or which con 040

tain a transfdrmed verSioli of the language used in Instuc-
-

tion; allow a more,confident inference tHat a,subject

comprehehded the information, ab this Iist,cah. btadded

inference items, i.e:,-iitems which ash for infoi-mA.tion 'not

explicitly stated in ,,CM=Y text but available through inference

or those which require application of the information.in.the

text for 'formulate new propAitions or relationships (see '

Entwistle, 1.78; Gagne & 3Vhite,'1978).

One ot the essentialf.differences between memory apd

comprehension tasks is that they requ4re different sCrktegies,

of inlormation,processing (see.Brown, 1975; Craik, 1977,

1979; Craik & Lockhart 19'72). In comprehensioh\ tasks, the

ideas (concepis iind.propositions) e imbeddad n the-surface

Atructure of text are decon tual4ed and orginied into a

high-devel propositiona+inetwOrk or schema (see BransfOrd &

Franks, 1976; Kintsch, 1975). Such a network coihains

little of tho-orlginal"surfaee structhre of the text Or

ekamples from which the abstract propositions were formed.

Schema are generative, however (Shaw & Vi1sbn, 197d). That

V.

.

_ist.schema can be used with great flexibility to hancileA

unencountered instances with ease-or4o generate inferencfs

,

/
about the applacati/on of codcepts and propositions 4o hew.

,

I1
4

4.

situations, n o her wovds, it is pOssible to answer para-
, .

phrase and inference items using a scfiema which serves as a

generator set for such answers.

8.0 c
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In.cOmprehension tasks, remembering is an Involuntary

or incidental product of comprehension (Brown, 1975). "If

.1 au to undexstand4?..then I will also'fail to remember"

(Norman, 1975, p. 531). Mem9ry for information acquired by

comprehenOon more,:dgrab191but there is.a leveling ,and

sharpening of the original text so that.reproduction of the

surt.ace 'structure ol'a.particular. text becomes difficult

R. AniersOnk P ulson, 1977; Brown, 1975; Kreutzer

Leonard, & 75).. In other' words; semantic inte-
*

.graiipntakes place so that memory Is for the gist of the

original text, rather ihan for. the pre.cise form of the text

or'the examples Used originally (see Bransford & Franks,
\,

1971; Brown, 19760)wris 1975;'Paris & Lindauer, 1976).

Indeed, a person who has acquired-agenerator set may not be

ible too U.isfinguish betmeen encountered and unencountered

,examtiles (Shaw & Wilson, 1976).
.

To accomplish comprehension tasks, Oen, a student must

build a'high-leVel semantic structure or schema that can be

'instantiated-in several ways-as particular circumstances

demand. The construction of such a schema for academic

,contentjs likely to be difficult and require extended.

.exyerience with the'contebt .(s.ée Bransford & Franks, 197b;

.Nelson, 1977; Norman, 1975). Before such a schema islcon-

strIted,,involuntary iemembering is not likely to opdrat'e

efficiently (Shaw & Wilson, 1976). SOme evidwice foi the

difficulty involveWin comprehension tasks is found in the

studies which indicate that scores on paraphrase items are

81
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A
k

typicallY lower tha 'scorelin verbatim items'(Anderso'n 4

4

Biddle, 1975; Armbruster, 1976: Tilese data may also mpan

, that subjects tend to process infotmation for memory rather
.

than comprehension.

Memory tasks come into existenc40 under three conditions.
,

p: task may require an exact replica or'ii.very close

.approximation of the' original form of the nformation,: such

as dates, quantities, "lame's, terms, or othe facts. Many

laboratoryi tasks ill memory studies hall,e this requirement.

Second, a task may be heavily recallrdependent\ i.e., to

make an inference or an apOpcation a persd0 may first have
-

to remember a large'number of facts.- Ffnally, a task may

require a person to know information that cannot be under-

.stood (i.e., assimilated into a schema)., and therefore is

acquire(I by rote. For example, the sentence "Groundwater

1

m returns to the ocean during the hydrologic cycle" might well

A

be learned. by memorizing rather than understanding. Rote

learlfing of inherently meaningful material is likely to

happenwhen a' person does not have sufficient background tO
,

) ,

assimilate the new information into A.I.n.pexisting schema or-

suit clent time to cons ruct a new schema.

\,
,

In any one of these \circumstiancesl. deliberate memorizing

is rOquired so that a,person can at least reproduce the
r

original information KBrown, 1975). Deliberate memorizing
A

requires at least two proqesSes. First, a verson must

restrict semantic integration, cut off:bthe new"Ofor-

mation frm what is Already known, in order to preserve



the surface structure of the information that is to'be repro-
,

duced (S'ee Dooling & Christiaansen, 1977b; Mosenthal, 1979;'

Spiro, 1977). Secdpd, a person must use mnemonic strategies t

to'generate a rich encoding of ,the original information to

make it more durable in memory (see-Craik, 1977; Levin
) .

0

Shriberg, WCormick, & Levin, 198D; Rohwer, 1973)..

The .use of Mnemonic strategies represents a form of epi-

sodic. encoding of information (see Brown, 1975; Nelson, 1977;

Tulving, 1912). Episodic encoding involves the construction

of a concrete-level schema which contains much of the temporal,

spaCial, and autobiographical stimuli that were present when

.

the-'information l
.

o be remembered was experienced. Information .

might, for instance, be Coded by its iodation in-the sequence

of a passage or its place on a page (see Just & Carpenter,

1916;M4r.ray, 1977; Rothkopf,71; Schulman, 1973; Zech-

t

moister, McKillip, Pasko, & Bespa1ec1-1975)0 -Retrieval of
.

information that *has been Yearned in this Manner is often
1g

dependent upon a high degree of similarity between the

encoding cues and the retrievat cues (BjOrk, 1975; Iieterson,

Peterson, & Ward-Hull 1977; Tulving, 1970). .The information,

in other, words, cannjt be used flexibly.

The. distinction between memery and comprehension task§

must bevieWed as a.Matter of degree. Some tasks are weighed

more Wavi1y On verbatim reproduction or slight transforma-

.-tfons if thejanguage 'of. insfruction. Other tasks are
y . ,

weighted inAhe directio4.of paraphrased61 nguage or infer-
( \

encet In waciltiob, Some comprehension itctil may be

\

3
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.
answerable by recall., thus Allowiwt..VenFor*

7.01,

accomplishing what is nominallyril..coMprehens

U.

. :et .;'.:
;

, .
.

A` ,w-
4°1.7 instance, an item that regti.Tfeperson.,'W-1.1it, AOy

-
_..

. . . ', .. 0 .u.sli 4, -4.7i;.:-.;, :

,.

, .

0

example af a eoncept can he ahst.wtd by r4piodfteiVg. aA %....,

lalt
- .'.."

,.
, - ..

# _,...

* 0 . ,' e.) /.
example used in igstruct'iOn, Oren Ili& pilem Cao'b'q ansVo dlT''

.. . qt :.,,. . .

by memory. In such a case iC1.1.1(.0C becessariry,reatiMate
r. t,

. , ..

to-infer comp-eehension froWtbe cbrreUt. anpcwer. o V, u.
, o

, 6 II 4

Procedural vs. Comprehension. Tass"
..

..,, .

,
, . . ,

, . . - .

N secónd distinction. between pToCedurpl tasks and.am-'
. _ .

. ...

. ,,

prehension tasks elaborates further tfre fyp9s of academip_

tasks st,udents can'encounter j.n classroom enviroments.

This distinctiOn is especially clear in the field ot

matics where.it is formulated as a difference between (1)

knowing an algorithm a'sequence of computational

steps for adding a column of number, multiplying two-digit

numbers, dividing by,whole 'number, etc.) that enables.one

to produ.e arteanswer and (2) understandingwhy the proCedure

works and when it should be used (see Davis, 1975; Dav'is &

McKnight, 1976, 1979; Glaser, 1979; Greeno, 1978). Proce-

.dural tasks, then, are tasks which are accomplished bY using

a routine that produces answers. Thero is typically little

unprOdictability in such cases because the routines or

algorithms are very reliable, i.e.Othey consistently pro-

duce correct answers if no computational errors are made.

Comprehension tasks, with resppct to prpcedures, are tasks

which are accomplished by knowing why a procepre works or

('
whenrto use a particular procedure in a. particular situatiOn.

84.
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Procedural tasks are especially evident.in mathematics,

but they exIst. in any academic ar9e when ruless are useditcr_

produce-answers. :Grammar, for exaMple, is defined largely

by a set -of procedures: Similarly reading- and composition

involve procedpros which are applied tocontent ih order to

.gowrate answers. 'Indeed, in the sense used in this report,

achieving comprehension is a procedure of building a sema.

representxtion of text or episode. In this very broad

se.nse, all thought is plgorithMic (seg Davislk& McKnight,

1.9761

Nevertheless, there are levels of specificity.that

must be considered :in the distinction between procedural

and understanding tasks. A procedural taSk is one which,

c,aw be accomplished without understanding'by simply knoying

how tO follow the computational steps to produce an acceptable

iinswer. Thqs limits procedural tasks to content for which

algol.ithms can be constructed. In some areas, Alch a com-

.p0?-4ition, predictable formulas for producing answers may
\

\.. not.oxist. Even here, however,'Procedu'ral tasks can be

created. In composition, for exaAple, a sentence,combihing

Lask can be Used in which two simple'setitenees are given

wi.th an algorithm for Combining them into a compound or

complex sentence (see O'Hare, 1973)0

.11 comprehension task related to procedures involves

the 'basic processes,of comprehension that have been out-

Oreviously in Chapter :3 and this ctrapter. To accom-

plish a compreluinsioh task a student must be able to
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construct a cognitive representation of the'ideas embedded

in the,surface structure of the algorithm or Concebtualize

a problem in terms of prc4edures that are,likely to apply

4

0 (see Davis, 1975; Greeno, 1970. TesAts for understanding

a procedure generall o'per;ate at one of two levels (see

Gagne & White, 1U78)0 The first'level requires the stuctent

. to Lipply the procedure to problems that differ in surface

features froill those usIld in instruction.' This-I:ex/11 cor7-

responds,to the paraphrase testdiscussed in conjunction

with memvry task. The seCond level reqUires that a stu-

dent decide which of several procedures is applicable td

-particular problem. Sull a test corresponds to the inference

level discussed earlier and is commonly referred to in math7

ematics as a word problem .(see Heller, 1979). As was true

.with.comprebension of. information, constructing a high-level

schema necessary for understanding a procedure and the cir-

(umstances under which it applies is a more lengthy And

'difficult process than learning to f011ovea largely invariant

sequence of steps to produce an answer to Apecific pro4lem

(Davis, 1975;'Davis 8L.McKnight ,1976;.,Greeno, 1978).

TheAteIaCionshipAmong psks
-4

Several issues surround the relatignship among memoryi

procedural, and Comprehension tasks. W-this section, two

issue,i
4

will be considexed: (1) the efOcts of different

tasks; and (2) the po ibillty of interference among tasks.

In a Series of interrelated studies, Greeno and Mayer

(see Gx6eno, 1972, 1974; 1976, 1978; Mayer, 1975, 1979;
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Mayer e,4 Greeno, 1972) have established Ahlit different

instructional methods produce'structurally differbilt

learning oltacomes. Methods which focus on comprehension

of information or procedures
;

appear to result., in superior

perfol,manye on "far transfer" tests which Tequire appli-

cation of concepts aad'principles to novel pr9blems or

sitUations. Methods which.focus on acquiring specific

infOrmation or op learning how to us a procedure result

in -superior performance ow"ffear transfer" tests which

require reproduction of informat4on or cemputational skill

The investigators argue that these performance differeves

reflect structural differences in the representation of

kndwledge produced by different methods.

These findings and their interpretation are consistent

,wi-th Che present analysiv of task differences. Accomplishing.

memory tasks is likely to requiye ep4.sodic.encoding of infOr-

.mation to preserve surface strUcture.. Episodic encoding is

not generativepowever, i.e., it As not likely to result

in*knowledge that is readily applicable to new situations.

A similar case can be made for the effects Of procedural

tasks. Using a procedure without understanding is not likely

-to result in Clexibtlity or in the ability to know when to

.use the procedure.. With. bOth memory arid procedUral tasks,

then, it' is reasorlble to.expect near,rather than far trans-
,'

Comprehension tasks, on *the other hand, require the

constructien Of hiwh-level generative schewata which- are

broadly applicable to novel situations- and.to decision making.
n;.
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This analysts emphasizes the importance of considering
,

qualitative diffelyncps.in out:Comes when studying the eilfects

of instruction (see Marton & Saljo, 1976). Teaching'methods
t

?

.c.anct what is'lea.rneoil rather than simply the amount

that is learned. Indeed studies ..o.f cognitive preferenpes

(S. A, Brown, 1975; Tamir, 1975), the effects o. ifferent

curricula (Walker & Schaffarzick, 1974), and th4 effects of

darerent strategies of teaching reading (Barr, 1975) all

point to the importance of qualitative differences .in out

comes produced by different approach-es to instruction.

Is it posSibie that different tasks'are incomp tiqe?

-_,
A comparison-or memory and comprehension tasks,sugg Sts

that preparation suitable for one task can interfere with

preparation for-the other (see Bransford & Franks, 19760

Kintsch, 1975). Accomplishing a comprehension task can,

.because or .the effects of semantic integrat9.n, interfere

with the ability to reproduce specific facts or the-surface

structure of the original text. On the other hand, accom-

plishing a memory task can produce knowledge in a forM that

i!s not easily applied to recognizing new instances or making

inferences lo new situations. .Advanced knowledge.of the

task, therefore, is essatial for task accomplishment. For

some tasks, reading for comprehension may be inappropriate.

.This perspective explains why subjects typically adjust

information procesTing strAtegies to fit the nature ofAhe
4

task they are working on (Gibson, 4 Levin, 1975; McConkip,

1977),
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A comparison of procedural'and comprehension tasks

produces a parallel argument. Learning to AIWA an algorithm

dues not necessarily enable (me to understand why the

algorithm works or whed to Use it. Similarly, learning to

understand why an algorithm works or when it should-be used

does not necessarily lead, to computational proficiency.

This distinction is"espeeiafly clear in a recent analysis,

by Greeno (1976), Using a logical task analysis, Greeno

mapped alternative representations of problems involving

fractions. Such problems were represented in set-thedretic

terms, geometric or spatial terms, or purely numerical

: terms. Each representation produces fihe saMe answer, but

representations differed in terms of the number of steps

and the type of cognitive activity 14equired to generate a

solution. Indeed, represenations could be compared in

'11

/terms of their Anstructional efficience (which represen-

tation could be learned faster), their application efficiency

(which coul(I be applied more readily to "real world" problems),

their transfer efficiency (which representation made it easier

to learn other concepts related qo, fractions), and their

production efficiency (which representation generated answers

faster). The numerioal representation, for example, could

be used with little understanding.of the nature of fractions.

4

Such a representatiot was high on production efficiency but
4

low On transfer. to new concepts related to fractions. If
*

-UV Cask to be accomplished is procedural, i.e., it the stu-

dent is judged on.his or her ability to .solve correctly a



large set of problems, the most ulrul re rd8entation would

be the numerical ohe. -The other representa ions are simpIPY

too cumbersome to use as-roUtine solution strategies.

It can be argued that extensive drill and.pradtice'with

computation Trocedures is a prerequisite for apquiring.high-

level generatiVe schemata (Davis 1175; Davis * McKnight,

1976; Greene, 1978) or that students must know the facts

before they can understand the material. This analysis
1.

suggests, howevr, that accomplishing one taSk do48 not'

necessarily Or automatically lead tothe outcomes of the

other. Indeed,at the level of accomplishing a single task,

memory, procedural, and comprehension processing. may inter-
.

fere with ea:,ch other.

\
. .

Two final aspects of academic faSks and their effects

need twbe addressed before. conSidering how these tasks are

experienced in 10 classroom First, there is an important.

. developMental effect on task 'accomplishment. A .reasonably

large body of evidence suggests.that comprehension (i.e.,

assimilation to schemata) and the inv luntary remembering

that is a product of comprehension.ape achieved "naturally"

.by very young children. That As, theylre able: to under-.

'stand tasks in their world and rememtier, a considerable

amount about ti.lose tasks and the4 aCcomplishment0. Develop,.

mental differences are clear, however, when a task .i.nVolyes

deliberate memorizing or the deliberate actluisitiOn of a

new- s&lema in order to achieve comprehension,of:academic

content (see Brown, 1975; Hagen, Jpngeward, 4.Katly1975).
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As ponited out fn Chapter 3, deveiopMentally young children .

often have 4 production deficiencY, i.e*., they laCk the

ability 'to select andorganir4e strategies to accomplish a,

specific situationally.!--imposed goal. 'For.present purposeS,

s lhis means Chat- young children.are capable of comprehending

a task but, ni3f necesSarily Of accomplishing it if it involves

deliberate memorizing or. the development:of new schema. To
A

accomplish-academic tasks, whether memory, procedural, or

cemprehension, such_ children.require substantial prompting

10'from the instructional environment.

SecotIrd, there issome evidence available which suggests

that studtntes acquireproctodures lor generating answers by

experience with accomplishing tasks .ratherthan .through direct ,

instruction in these procedures. Resnick and her' associates

(Resnick, 1976;'Groen & Resnick, 1977), for example, found

"fiat pupils transformed instructional routines_which were

easy to articulate, repreSe-nted the strUcture of the subjP,ct.

4

-matter, but weve cumbersome for generating answers, into

'production routines which were difficut to aiticulate but
.

more -eftiOent in.,Producing -answers. For example, after

completing several problem sets, students learned to add .

smaller numbers to larger numbers even though.they had not

'been taught to follow this procedure (aild in all probabili4y

did not know'this algorithm prior to instruction in addition).

The S.oltition strategy was devised, in other words-, froM

direcl and repeated experience wit4 the content. Other

studies have also found that' students devise their own

91
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strategies tor producing absw'ers, butt the strategies are not

always appropriate, Erlwanger (1975), for example, dis-
.

covered students who.were very succeSsful in prodpeing

.ansArrs but who had-fundamentally erroneo4 conceptions 'of

mathematics. Their procedures typ cally Worke0 for only a
.

Very limited range ef.problems, violated basic assumptions

in matbematics,- reflected little undAistanding of mathe-.

matical principles,and were resistant tO eing change

Similar.Pindings have been reported,-by Peck and J n
'

(1979; Peck, Jencks, & Chatterley, 190). These res lts

indicate a need fo'r careful linalysis of what is learned.

7

vhen students accomplish academie taskS.

$ummary

For purposes. of the present analysis, three types of

academi:c Aasks have'been'identified: memory, 'procedUral,

and comprehension.; For memory tasks, .the goal is to be able

.to reproduce'information previouSly encountered. 'The-open:

ations on aead6mic content that enable.a- person to. accomplish

a memory-task include episbdic encoding using various

mnemonic strategies. For procedural tasks, tht goal is te

be able to use a rule or algorithm to produce-a prediCtabie
,t

-ansWeP to a cOmputaIional,problem.- To acquire this:ability,

a4 person muselearn the sequence Of steps that define the
, .

<7-; -algorithm and prqctice thesesteps to gain mastery,. In the

ease of both memory and procedural tasks, performance is

dependent on congruence between 'practice and testing con-

texts. Tiie knowledge anq skills acquired in, MemoiiY and
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procedural tasks, in other,words, are relatively inflexible.

Finally* for comprehension tasks, the goal is 4pn be able to

generate answer8 to unencounterred insfan6es or situ ions.

;

Wilh Despee06.to a body of knowledge, comprehensiov is

de onstrated by being allle to recognize or cons ruct trans-
.

rmed-versions or the oragina1 conteneor to ake inferences

within the passage or from the passage to situations..

With respect to.procedures, comprehension demonstrated
. ,

by being able to 11 why.a Proced or decide when

.one of several pro dures is applicable.. lo acquire such

abilitie's, a person must construct a nigh- OVel semantic

s.tructure or 'generative schema that can be applied flexibly

tó'a wide range Of- circumstances.

Classroom TasIs

The. discussion has now come full cir'cle back to the

4

10 cla4sroom. IR this section the focus is on what happens to

academic taskg when they are inserted into a classroom__

enviTonment. The analysis of this issue is organized0

around three,features of the classroom environment:, (1) the

evaluative climate Of the classroom; (2) the group setting'

and instruciional materials charácteristix of classrooms;

and (3) the history,of classroom groups.
4 II

The Evaluative Climate in Classroots

Academic tasksiin,classroomsihre embedded ln ai

by ..pqpk.e..E3

HUghes (1968) as an gxchange of performancie prjrradTs.

1

III, this.report, the term "grades" does not refev.sipply to .,
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marks on .rep4tigards.
.

The refere.nce isi rather, to the
,

' various forms bi public recognition for appropriate per-

formance that occur in classrooms. Students are required

to display knowledge and skills on different occasions:

they take tests, complete assi'gnments, answer questions in

discussions, and so forth,- 'These answers are 1abele4\by

the teacher and these labels are.usually available to an

audience in the'classroom and, wrten labels are formally

recorded, to parents, school officials, and others who have

not witnessed the performance at all.
4

Classroom studies (e.t.., Jack011, 1968; Potter, 1974;

A

Smith 4 Geoffrey, 1968) indicate that judgments about'stu-
i

dent answers and their classroom conduct are made frequently.

In a study of first and fifth grade classes, Sieber (1979)

reported that teachers evaluated conduct publically on the

average of 15.89 times per hour, or 87 times a day,-or an

/--
eStimateqly 165(M times'a year.' By being either a recip-

Nient or a witness to.these evaivations, students can build

an evaluative map of arclassroom enyironment.(see White,

1971). 'Students thus appear to be very aware of the eNel-

ilative dimensions of' classrooms (Morine-Dershimer, 1976)

and ablo.to adapt to different modes of evaluative feedback.

Hill 1976) reported that students were able to interpret

nonreaction as.a modeof evaluative feedback. Similarly,

Gelman (197?.) reported that.students would interket

qttestiotr-cming-after an answerias-a signal-to change their
,

.

answerlfspecially, if they were working on material they
.
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did not understaud. Finally, there ls some evidence tbat

othe evaluations gtudents receive saffect !heir sptus in

.the scppol at.large. ih a recent"study of the 6c1al organ-.

ization in high schools it was reported that "a student
,

'sorted' ais a 'good student' is differentially allowed to-

;

otiate both territorial rights and his adherence to the

formal and informal Duaes of the sch 1 " (Ianpi, 1975)0

The evaluative climate in etassrooms connects"academic

tasks to a i:ewa'rd structure, *Answers:therefore, are not

just evidence of haOing' accomplished an academid task. They

also courit as points earned in n accpuntability system.

The function of answers in a reward ystem adds important

Aimensions to the accomplishment of.acaAemic tasks. Threes

consequences of'these dimensions are explored briefly in

the following'discussipn.

First, the answers a teacher actually'accepts and

t.'ewards define the real tako in Olatssrooms. The announced

goal of an art lesson, for, exaffiple, my be to learn Sow to

analyze the effects of color on emotions, a task potentially

involving.comprehension. If, however, tile teacher Tewards

verbatim rbproduction of definitionsipresented in the text-

book, the task can be accomplished by memorizing definitions.

Second, the a1lowable routes to answers affecV the ,

nature of tht task that is accomplished. If, for example,

a student can pro

t
ce an acceptable answer by *copying .the

work of anuther student, then the student will learn to

tcopy an answer rather than the °portions in ended by..the
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academic task. .Mehan (1974) has described an instance in

which first-grade pupils.in a dismission used 'variou6. delaying

ta:ctics when called upon to recite. The result 4f thesp

tactics was that other students or the teac4er wothd provide

the answer for the student who was call,pd on Similar

examples of students circumventing tasksdemands in recita-

tions have been reported by MacKay (1978) At the secondavy.

level. From a. .teacheeTerspective Lundgren (1977) h.as

described this'phenomenon as "piloting'," a technique in.
1

teacher uses a aequence of increasingly explicit .

prompts to enable a student--usually a low achiever--to
.

'

produce an answer. As prompts become more explicit, a stu-
,

dent can give an answer without using the Operations required

by the task itself.
.

Finally, the strictness of the.criteria a teacher uses - .

to judge answers has consequenc

)for

task accomplishMent.

"14cLure(and Frency(1970, havile described an incident-in

whiCh a primary school teacheracebts a broad range of

answers, many of which are factially incorrect, in a\'dis-

cussiop of birds Ahat are riative to the students' home

1 ,

region. Other investigators have also reported that4eachers

soMetimes praise "wrong" answers (Beilleck, Kliebard Hyman,

& Small, 1966; Mehan,. 1974; Rowe, 1974), so the phenomenon

my be common. .In such instances it avpears that.answeringt
444 .

rather thail giving the correrti,answer, is the task. If the

. /

cilteria fol. correctness are loose enougfil the task system
.

.

itself is Huspended.
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The embedding of acad9mic tasks in a reward structure

'would seeM to aftect the character of student performance.

Several studies of language use in classkooms have reported
-/

that student talk iS constricted, vague, and indeterminant

(see Edwards & Furlong, 1978;Marrod, 1977; Sinclair &
I

Coulthard, 1975). *Searle (1975), for example, examinea the
,

spoken language of high school students in English, social

studies, and physicS diasses and found qualitative differ-
,

tA

A ences between.academic'and non-academic episodes.

The tAlk which resulted from their activities as

participants in school work was' usually a series of

short exchang.es (and) was not in itself complete but

required either refeeence to4exts or movement....

It would seem that the students understood that there

was one kind of talk to be used among themselves and

another kind which was.suitable for school Work

#
(p. 280)0 '

Along similar lines, Graves'(1975), in a study of writing
;

in the second grade, found that texts for asslgned writing

were shorter than those for unassigned writing. This effect
.

was observfel under bofh traditional and open forms of class-
.

room organiza-tion. Finally, Rosswork (l977), in a laboratory

4

study in which sixth-grade students were required to.generate

as many, sentences as possOle from, words in a spelling ltst,'

found that studeqk improved Performance to meet.sPecific

output goals by reducing the numb4 of words per sentence

to the minimum established by the experimen),er. Rosswprk

4,1,
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comments that "In some cases', specific goals might lead to

inappropriate short'cutting, /particularly when*poOr con-

,

ceived goals are set for conplex situations" (1977, p 715).

One final tZ'AlLct of reward structure in classrooms

merits consideration in the context of this project. It

would seem that .embedding academic tasks in ad accountability

sygtem generates pregsute on both te.achers and students to

use mem ory or procedural tasks. Comprehension tasks pro-

vide high option answering occasions. 1h other words, a

correct answer in a comprehension task can take several

different surface forms and, indeed, different ansNirers may

be equally correct. This Aituation requires a considerable,
L

amount of ipterpretation by both teachers and students in.

order to judge the correctness of answers,. Teachers wcluld

appear, on accasion at least, to reduce thjis interpretive

load by defining a single answer as accePtable when several'

answers would be'legitimate .(see Barnes, 1971; Keddie, 1971;

Nash 1973). Aside from reducing the interpretive. load,

Specificity would AlSo seem to increase stud6nt rnvolvement,'

even more perhaps than extrinsic incentives (Rosswork, 1977).

From a udent'perspeCtive, Davil and McKnight (197.6) have

described a case in which students strongly resisted an

attpmpt tO shift information-processing demands in a mathe-
t

matics,Class/from procedural to comprehension tasks. The

studefits'argued that they had a righttto be told what to do .

And demanded explicit. Instructions en how to solv.e problems'.

stmilar situation has bee n described by Wilson, 1976.)
I
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One possible reason for this demand As that understanding

well-formed explicit problems, in contrast to ill-formed

problemS, requires less knowledge of the world by the stu-

dent '(s,ee Simon .84.Hayes, 1976). Fromthe- perspective of

both the teacher and the student, thenv the.presSure is

toward specificity,and explicitness. As these two dimensions

increase, academic taski- can be accomplished bY memory ,

rather ihan comprehension. As'Davis and McKnight (1976, p.

282) have observed: "it is no longer a mystery why so many

teachers'andso many textbooks present ninth-grade algebra
.

as,a rote aloprithmic stibject. The pressure on you to do

exactly that i formidable!."

This issue of student pressure towaid memorY tasks

would seem'to have implications for tWo areas of classroom

inquiry; First, it. provides a perspective for examinft the

ffitlestion of reciprocal,influence in classrooms, a question

raised in Chapter 2 of this .report. Second, it gives a

framework for examining research oh student attitudes toward

teachers. Fyom a student ,perspective, a "fair" teacher is

likely to be.one who explicitly teaches reliable formulas

for getting answers.
(1 4

In,summary, it would appear that the reward structure

in cla'ssrooms drives the,task system. The acgountability

System within which academic task is embedded can change
. ,

the Iture of the task. Moreover, if accounlability.is not
, c

. present, i.e., if answersicre not required or any answer is

---deceptabib, then the task-sygritgelf lssugpended-. To
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4
the extent that the task system is the primary treatment,

.

unit classroomsl.the reward structure affects outcomes

through its .pffecti,on tasks..

Classroom Conditions; 'The Group Setting

In contrast to laboratory settings In which linost

learning research is conducted, Academic tasks in classrooms

'are accompaished in,an envirofiment of considerable inherent

complexity. In this section,.two aspects af the classroom

as a task environment are considered: (1) the group cir-

cumstances under which tasks are accomplished; and (2) the

instructional,materials students use in accomplishing

academic tasks.

A classroom embodies a yery complex infarmatiOn system

(fol. more details on this.description, see Doyle, 1977b)0 .

There ia a rieh array of printed materials and media as well

'as Comments from a teacher and twenty to.thirty students.
. t

Any wile of these .resources can assume significance for a

. ,

task depending on partieular 'circumstances. 'In Addittoni,

A
. many formal instructional cues are unreliable. Instructions

froM teach6rs Are not always complete and feedback is some-

times inaccurate. Finally, the classroom mass processing

system that is not'always adaptive to the need's and interests

Of an in'dividual student. It ma'y be difficult, therefore,

for an individual to gpt the information needed at a par-

ticular,moment. To learn in classrooms, therefore7 a

student must develop considerable interpretive competence
A

to identity_relevant instructional Mies and utilize them



.

heiff,define academic 'tasks '411d xain information nacessary
J,

. 4

to'accomplish4hose t-askss(see Cicoitrell 1974; Dweckr"Hill,.

Redd, teinman, & Parke, 1976; Mehan, 1479)9 Stli,dents who

\

have problems focusing on the central material of aCademic
t.4.

tasks are not likely to learn.from-classrooms (see Mondani &

Tutko, 1969).

.The fact that academic tasks in classrooms are accom-

plished in a group'setting has-at leas.t three consequences.

First, answers are often public. This publicness may dis-
,

courage some students frdm participating in classroom

activities for fear of criticism from peers (Potterr 1974).

Indeed, it is likely that public.performances suCh as

presenting reports.in class, have considerable acCounta-

bility: press that engenders a high degree of 'task inAlvpment.

%.0PRIgel, the group nature.of 'classrooms '. means that other

0

students are potential resources for task accomplishment.

/.
.This effect can,be bcith direct and indirect. Thp.t is; a

stuslent might directly consult another student for answers'

for c41fication of task requiremedts (sea Weisstein &

Wang, 1978). Or astudent can learn "from the questions 7

otherstudents'ask the teacher4what the task is and how it

can be accomplished. Tasks,'in other words may be nego-

tiated pubrically to the bene0.t of all 'stUidents intthe'

class.

The wy in which classmates%beqomp resources depends

upon the wayin,which instruction is organiz'Od ih, a classr

rcgom. Studies indicate that studant-to-student interacti6n
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is higher inApen or team structured classrooms than i

traditional teacher-led:classrooms (see Hallinan, 1976;'
-4

Slavin, 1978).. Jr1 part, this student orientation rdsults

from the fact that in open structuie8 the teacher typically

has a less direct role in provIding informatibn to the whole,

class. I teacheP-led classrooms, students ppear-to focus

attention on the teacher as a primary resource;,,in student-

centered clasr.00ms, students re. ly more on each.other aS
O W

° resources (see Johannessdn, 1967, p. ,20; Short, 1975). In lky.

fifth-grade sciena, Shymansky and Matthews (1974), found,-

1/ ) -

for example, that in contrast to student-structured class-
%

rooms,- s.tudentslin teacher-led classrooms:

1. spen1 more class time ob'serving the teaCher.-
,.,

2. spend more 'class time foj.lowing teacher diretions

regarding what activity to do and/or how the

aCtiviq should be done;

3. spend les s class time doing activities in which

no specific teacher directions are, followed, i.e.,
4 -

doing'an activity of their own design;

sperid ess classrtime responding to teacher questions;

5. .Spend.mOre,class time initiating(or attempiting to

inftiate) int4eraction with the teacher and con7

tknuing self-initiated. interaction with the Aeacher;
4

6. ,spend less clas'time receiving ideas from another .

student (who is not demonstrAting for the teaoher),
0

and

7. !Vend lass class time giving, icfpas to another,stu-
..

dent (not at the request of the tpaCher)(T 164)."

%
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; Some insight into the aynamics f how. students "use

each other' as reSources is available in Pepitone's (1.972).

report of experiments in which third-grade ,students were
.

.

given a puzzle to assemble under different inttrUctional

1

conditions. The experiments were conducted by randbmly
Is

drawing five students at a time from the same.clasSroom and

having them assemble the puzzIe in Separate ex0erimental-

room in which the students could talk' to eaCh other,and

4

vie* erh, other's work-, ,In the jirst expetiment, all stu-, .

A

dents assembl A the same puzzle but in one pondition a

model of the completed.puzzle was prbsent and in the other.

the model "was not available during asgembly. Pepitone

fdund-that,When.the model was absent stadenth looked to .

,

each other, but_when the model was present the'y attended to

the Model. In thesedond experimentythe model4aS not-.._.

proviled during assembly., but stUdents ln onecondition

worked or; the same puzzle and in...thé.othef'condition they'

worked on different'puzzles, In.this experiment, more
4

social' comparisons were.made in.the identical task conz

Pepitone also fdund that in the model-absent

0-
conditions, there war)s more evaluative interactions, mbre

negative social acts, and More "besting" behavior, i.e.,

attempts to do,better than the other gtUdeptslithp in Idle

mOdel-present condition. In addition, stUdents also 4,pm-,

'pared,work even when they werdDwOrking on differe'nt tasks..

What seems tokbe happening here iS thatw in the model-absent,

identical:task condition, t4h. 'investigator created a

A
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1 di

"test-like" exent. As 4 result, siudent* became compptitive

and took advantage of the opportunity to talk and view each

ottleCs work. The frequency of evaluative interactions

would seem_to.be pne way of arriving at-a standard for

4 acceptable performance in the absence oI a- Model by which

they could eassily assuMe they would be judged. Finally,

the comparisons.made yhile working on dAfferent tagks-

probably reflected areattempt 16 adjust the pace of work
4

output by reference.to the pace of the other members did

the group. Such monitoring for pacing purposes in likely

to be a common phenomenon inYclassrooms.

The third consequehde of-the group nature of class-,

'rooms-is related to task accountability. Because tasks

are administered to a group and performance on these tasks

must often be evaluated pub1ically, a teachex *Mild be
, se

under pressure to adjust standards an.d pace to the level

at which most students can'accomplish tasks (see Arlin &

Westburyo 1976b. %This' again may liMit the utility of Com-.

.1prehension tasks xhich typically require considerable

skill to accomplish (seeNGreenó, 1972). Moreoyer, prompts

which are given'to lower atfility students.to assist them

in 5,c,complishing'tasks are, also available to other .students

who May,not eed 'such promPls. As 'a result, some st dents

may end up working on a task at a level that is,cons

erably below their abllity. Finally, it woul .seem-to be

difficult to maintain individual accountability in a group

settihg.,,,It is alWays postible that a student can copy
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'anskliors froth,othecs or slip through tue.accountability 0.

system in
/

other Nays:
9

Thcy problems(of maintainin& a'
. . : . A:.

. .
.,

v .

, ,

fask'S system in classroOms would seeM "to be foPmidablfi. ',.

1 . . \i .,
a ...

Thg group setting.in_ which, acAdemic tasks ard acco

pNished'in classrooms provides, then, a_r,ich array of .

potentially supporting and inierferring resources. ,St1.14-

,d peal' to be able'tp shiitinttetion' tNto hbse
. .

reSources which are optimal tor a particular set oTscir

. .

cumstances. In the- absenceof A direct teacher A'

próleiding 4hforMatiomabout tasks and their accomplishmert

studehts will turn-tb each other for assistance.. The.

availability of.classmates also means that Some students\

OW.

\

can.circumv t the taSklacCountability system and many

students will probably be woaing on tasks at a level .

4

below. wha't they are capable.

Classroom.Cohditions; Materials

DesclAptiVe'studie,t indicate that-a 1a.rge amount ,of ,

. .
1

classrOom tewe is structured"around printed materials,

(see pIE Institute/ 1977; Nash, 1973*, RosenshA.ne,s1976,
k

4979). Over 60%.of classrooM"time is tyPically spent i

:

seitwork and even-other activities such ,as teacher lqc-
.

.

(

.

tures and discussions are- often based on the textbook or
,

.4,

1
other materials. .Clearly, mAterials are an impbrtant

resourc'e in accoMplishing classroom tasks. In this sec-
.

tion, two aspects of ipstructional materials will be

. t

briefly considared:' (1) the nature of these materials; and

(?), their match to learner'abilities.'
,
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ca eful,analysis of *he discowse properties of

school eex indicate ttlutt they often present students'

and inferential tasks (see rre0eriksen, '

.
,

Frederiksen, humphrey, & Ottesen, 1978; Gammon, 1973;

MacGinitie, In-an,extensive analysis of,the suta-

bilityçof eight beginning reading programs for comperisatory

education students,. Beck and 'McCalin (1078) condluded that

many programs present material to student's in ways that are

likely to cause confusion and contained recommendations to &
. . ,

teachers for instructional procedures that ard often.con-
,

voluted and demanding,frdm the student perspective. In

many instances,then, it would appear that a signkficant

portion of students wduld Ilve a Aifficult time learning

from textb ok.

Jorgenson (1)78) has,provfded some naturallstic data

on the match between textbooks and students reaqag ability,

anti thv,ortsequences of this' match for clhssroom behavior. .

The study focused on reading and social studies;at the

4.

third and fifth grade levels in an urban elementary school.

thitd-gradelreading,- the teachers were able to match

students to'textbooks. written at several reading lgvels.

In fifth grade sociil 6tudies, there was a single text for

all students., In the reading,classes in which .teaéhers

could match students to texts, 61% of, the students were

assikned to material easier than their ability level. In

social studies classes in which only one texf was *vailablo,

85% of the,students were reiluired tp leWrn rift; material



ways beyond.their reading ability, jorgenson also

found that students who were aSsigned to mate.rial below

abiliiy levels.were rated by teachers.as better ,

behaved. In addition, when students were assigned,to

mtlrial that 'exceeded their abilitythey-tended

more time relying on the tettcher and other sttdents for

assis tante..

Finally, Armbruster, Stevens, and Rosenshine (1977) .

studied the content covered and emphasis in three reading

curricula and two common'. standardized tests, focusing on

the.second half of third grade. They4found that,the over-
.

1 p between the' texts and the standardized tests was low.'

Areadiug curricula tended to emphasize-comprehension

skills that appear to require inference, interptetation,

identification or relationships, and synthesis" (p. 8).

The tests, on,the other hand,.tended to focus on "factual

items entailing locating information in the prsc ted text"

Clearly more research is needed on the cognitive

dewnds of instructional materials, given the large amount

of classroom time that is structured around this resource.

The evidO.nce reviewed here suggests that many students

would have difficulty learning with compmehension frOM the

instructional materials they encounter in classrooms. It

woUld be important to know,,therefore, how teacher main-

tain task systems in classrooms len such materials are

used. One suspects that a considerable amount of eiplicit
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"prompting by ,the teacher iP necessary for ptudents to

trecomplish tajoks that are based on printed material. In

addition,.if the tasks cannot,be accomplished with com-

prehen;ion, .thqn,mvmory.or the learning ot algorithms is
.

lice-r?-to be the operations most, st.tidents use ih attemptAng

to accomplish academic taskS.

History

One of the distinctive c aracteristics of classrooths

is their hiSlory. A classroom group convene .1\egularly,

._for a period. f three to nine months, depending' on the

grade level and tiSe----6-Cliedule of the school system. As a

Nitt

-------Fdgrrrt-T-a class has a history. In thJrs section, the con-
-

sequences of this histoq for task accomplishment and out-,

comes are explored.

4 As mentioned in Chapter 3, the task effects increase

with repeated experience.. The fmqt that classrooms tve* a .

histbry means that task effects should bb particularly

robust in thesi settings. That is, tasks should serve as

the primary stimulus sorting mechanisms for students in

classroom en"vironments.

Over the course of the year there is likply to be a

tuning to task demands. At the-beginning of the year

students face the initial problem of constructing a cog-
s,

nitive representation of the tagU or tasks that the teacher

is establishing. That is, they must understand .the goal,

and the operations that are allowed by the teacher to' )

achiOve that goal. It is necessary, therefore, for

.108 11 40;
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AALUdentA to gather data about task'requirements. Indeed,

tudents seem to be especially sensitive to task infor-

mation when'encountering a clasprooM for the first time,

'

4 '
Oven mofe so than teachers (Morihe7Dershimer, 1a76).vc. .

. . .

Reliable informatlon about task demands may'not be 'avail-.

able to students durling the first few 'days. They may haVe

to wait, foF instance, until the first formal test to

'determine what the teacher expeCts and allows.

During the initial phase of the year, student moni-

toring of Instructional stimuli is likely to-Le tw.gad..

10 Once a cognitive representation of the task system is

c(;nstructed, however, stdiients can predict performance

expectations and select more efficiently from the arnip

of gtimulus information available in a classroom (see

Bransford,4 Nitsch, & Franks..., 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977);

Attention can, in other words, become tuned to-,the demands

of tasks amd studentu can tag 'relevant information which

may not be specifically tagged by the teacher as important

to learnf For instance, the sentence "Groundwater-returns

to the ocean during the hydrologit cycle" can easily be

coded as h likely candidate for a test item regardless of

whether the teacher explicitly underscores the. sentence as'

one that needs to be learned. All the students need to

know now is whether the item will be verbatim or imraphrase

)in order td select an appropriate rehearsal strategy.

Experienced students have am advantage in the opening

of the year since they are likely to have acquired
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classroom task schema or scripts from previous attempts to

sOlve the pr'oblem of understanding task demands (see Reed &'

Johnsen, 1977; Schank & Abelson,.1977). For such students,

the initial pi-oblem may sitilOy be ,One..of iltermtning.

whether 4n existing script can be instantiated in'a par-

ticular situation. If an existing script fasgothe situation-,

r
the. pFoblem of understanding the task system can be resolved

early. 'If existing scripts are not applicable, then the

studentS must engage in the more difficult process of

formulating a plan, i.e., constructing a new repreSentation

to meet the specific demands of the task (See Schank &

Abelson, 1977).'

Some inOirect evidence concerning how tasks serve as
a

sorting mechaniAms for students is available in studies'of

attention or notetaking in lectures. In a stimulated'

eecall studyiegel and his associates (1963) found that

an individual'.s attention to content varied widely across
t

the "critical moments" when the experimenter stoppild the

' tape. Since,ttie lecture was embedded in a claSroom task

- System, it is.possible that task demands were being used QP

to selectively attend'to lecture content. Locke (1977)

studied lecture notes taken by college students in tWelver

different classes'. Compared to a set of "ttleal" notes,

Locke foUnd'that student notes were seldom inaccurate but

ihe average sjudent had only 60% of the content*in the

notes. If, however, information was written on.the board,

.88% of the content was in the notes. In addition, new 4

110
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matOrial was more completely rep.eesented than review of

previous material or information that was ilso in jhe book.

. 4 1
-

Again, there pppears to be a selectivity fattor operating
'

.which may be related to. the macrostructure of tasks oper-

ating in these classroomscr Unfortunately, in neither
,

study were Tasks describede

One 'of the most interesting inve§tigations of class

rpOm lectures was reported by Kiatsch and Bates ( 77),.

The inveStigators attempts to determine lithether the apro-
1

structure of the lecture content', i.e., thi semantic

organization of knowledge' in the lecture, would predict

what'students remembered lrom the lecture. The lectures'

were carefully designed 'and given as part of/a course, in

Psychology. Students were tegted for recognition of 'Ver.,

,
batim and paraphrased sentences as well as sentrces rich

'appearing in the lectures. The tests focused on bot1 t. the

contetA ofthe lectures and extraneous comments suth as

announcements or jokes. The results indicated that stu-
.

dents were able to discriminate spoken §entences.or para-

phrased sentences from those that did not appear in /the

lectures. gcores for verbatim sentencek. were also higher

ihitially than scores,for paraphrased sentences and ver-

batim memory for sentences tended to remain high in. a

delayed test. In addition, memory for extraneous sen-

tences--announcements and jokes--was better than' memory

for descriptive statements. The investigators attribute

this effect tobthe distinctiveness of these statements

NV.
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. .- .

--. . in the lectilresb It.tould alsc be evJ.denc4 for a form of
. .

. . ,

. ,

episodic encoding simllai4 to memory for locations.in a

isequence-oKAa passage or place on,the page.. The investi-
;

gators did nof find., hOwever, that students remembered

sentences trigher in'the 'content hierarchy of the lectures
.

better than sentences,about These results difler
.

sharply from those fyr text memory see Meyer, 1975).

Unfortunately no analysis was reported.for the task demands

in the course. It is possible that the ask system would

account more coAlete1y for the se1ecave- attention of the

students than "the content structure of the lectures.
r

In Chapter 3 the argument was developed that when task

./.effects,alle 'Strong, the effects of prompts and adjuspict

(/

questions ill dePe110;upon their rpleyance to accompliShei

the tadk. 'Because of history, this argumenirshould cer-

tainly apply to t`he use of instructional prompts in class-
.

rooms. Whether students pay attention to teacher questions

-or participate in a classroom discussion would seem to

depend 1.0on the relationship between the discussion and

lask apcomp/ishment. .If, for example, the discussion

focuses on discovering the solution to a,probl, but the

test requires that the students remember the solution

arrived atin class., then it is likely that students will

attend to the,.solutiOn rather than,to the processes of'
.

obtaining a solution. Similarly, if the presentation of

a procedure in class focubes on understanding how the pro-

cedure was derive.d and why it works, but the assignment is

112 /
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to sdave 25 tomptational problems, then attention is

likelY to locUs ldarning Ithe computational steps-

necessary to produce answers efficiently.

Duchastel (1977) has reported an i'Neresting study

Ng,

,concerfting how instructional prompts are used. In this

study, h.igh school students4 were given four trials in

which they received objectives, read a. passage, and took

a tes44.. The objectivessWere specific gtatements concerning
a

what they-would be tested for. *In one con4ition, students

received objectives'WhicK were.congruent with the test; in

.a_spe.ond condition, students received objectivew ich

were incongruent with the these,.i.e., the-content spedified

by the,objecjives consistently did ipt appqar on the test.

The results of a free recall test on -Hie fourth trill

,

/4indicated thattstudents.who received the Congruent_pbjec7.

4

tives remembered 'nearly all of 'the content relevant ta the

objectives but very little of the content not relevant to

the.objectives. In other words, students used the objec-

tives to select information for processing during reading.

In the incOngruent conOition in which objectives never

predicted test items, students remembered slightly more

conl,nt not relevant to the objectives than content rele-

vant to the objectives. In fact their performance was not .

substantially different from that of a control group who

did not receive objectives at all. Itappears that the

students in the incongruent condition clAd not use the

objectives to guide their processing of the passage since

e.)
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they did not help tabkaccomplishment. Indeep, then did,
4

.

,? ..

not use themHin d negati, ve sense, i.e., as indiqAtors
,

t,. .

of content tilat does not need to be processed. /n part

.
5.

r:

these reSults suggestthat negative.instructionstare hard

to use: knOwing what not to learn doe0not tell'someone

what to learn. In.addition, however, these.results may

reflect the.fact that incoftruent,objectfves representAan

4
anomalous clas8room condition which probably ca.9.4ot Joe

/

trusted. Knowledge,-& classroom*tasks suggests 'that the

most useful'strategy in subh a condit.ion would, be to

ignore the bjectives andlorocess as much of the content

of the passage as possiblb to be a: le-to ada;t to whatever.

tegt might be given.

One final comment about classroom history is iruOrder.
,17

Given the amount of work involved in,constructing or

h

instaniiating a cognitive reVreseptation of.Classroom tasks

and the advantages of cognitivi tuning Sor monitoring the

classroom systemehere is likely to be pressure trom

students to maintain stability in the task system through-.

out,the setester or year. That is, studemts are likely to

want a teacher to,maintain the same ,type of aeademic task,

\

whether memory, procedural, or comprehension, across dif-.

ferent segments of content in the courseq3f subject matter

areA. Such stability leads to predictability, which, in

tyn, Simplifies the task of.identifying appropriate stimuli,

n tasks change, predictailt3'.is lost and students mOst .

onstruct new plans in.orde0 to select and process information



efficiently for task accomplishment. This suggestion;Rf a

functfonal value for task stability has implieations for

4
uAderstanding the problems of changing,a curriculum. 'It

i_ds also likely. to have beep a factor in.the student rests-

...tahgel0Avis and MtKnight, (1976) reported for an attemp to -

change a mathematics course frolii procedural tasks to coin-.

prehension tasks.

4 c,

Classroom Knowledge Structures .

. ,

The foregbing analysis suggests that student knowledge

structures ai:e.built around classroom tasks. Thus(the
A

knowledge students have of subject matter is embedded in

their cognitive representations of the tasks they encountir

in clAssrooms. To oonclude Ahis,chapter, two AmplicatiOns

of this' embedding are discusses444*

The iirst implication of embedding is that.the sen;antic

. integration of content is likely to take place with reference
0 .4

to classroom tasks rather than. the structure of the subject-
.

4e

I

,

matter field. White (1971) argues:that a student's cognitive

map of content iNessentially a map Of school experience.'

His experiences in school- are 'the organ6izers of his
4"1

knowledge, until -high schoolvr later, before.he'

makes connections within that knowledge. Until then,

P r

the schema-that serves him is his school ltfe., ,That

schema, in turn, is organized by the way inswhich .

school'life itself is organized, that is by ,grade..

level, by "subjects," by teacers, and by Ahe daily

Particu1ar l'ulowledge And skills are



considered by thepupgs to-be 1Mportant, .dePendine.
.

upon the workload assigned to.them, abd the.freqUency
.

. Of evaluatiop.... The converie is also.true. Any-

O think the tewcher mentions pnce, but does not, repeat',
- ..1.

aoes.not'assign werk in'and does not test for,,is

Ntr

dismissed hs unimportant. This might well include

the following: Why We study this subject,'what this

topic has to do with some other topic., how this

piece of knkvledge fits'into that piece'fpom last

year, how this operation relates,to,anotherin a

different subject, how we can generalize lrom this

ingtance to other instances .." (Whi,te, 1971, pp..°349-
A

, s
6

341).

.

ikhe central point is.that accomplishipg,clasSroom taSks
41.

will not necessarily lead td the constructon of.high-
,

level,schemata within an academic disc ipline that. will
,

,

enable a student to use sUbject matter knowledge flexibly

4

to deal with novel instances or inferences within the dis-

cipline. ThiS. type of.effect will result only if such

academic scpemata are'necessary for acáomp4shing class-,

room tasks, i.e., if all academic tasks in classrooms are

comprehension tasks.

The.second implicationHof embedding has to d with
-A

the nature 9f 'the tasks studdnts are likely to encounter'
4

in classroom,?. There is probably a wide variety of aca-
,

4

demic tasks across classrooms. McCutcheon (rOW6),--for

instance, described a scien lessontin three different
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fourth-graste classrooms. In one class,-. the emphasis was

on ,iso1asto4 facts. In"the second class, there were manyN

unresolved questiong and an.dmphasis on persbnal inIerT

pretatiqn. Iii"'the third class, the emphasis wAs on.problem-
.

solving'tinder strong guidanCe from the teacher. Despite ,

these possible differences; there is considerable evidence,

that most.classrooms are dominated by memory and procedural

tasks rather than comgrehension tasks'(iee Durkin, 1979;

Hoetker & Afilbtand, 1969; ipower,'1977; -Rappaport, 1974).

Students a4e often required, in other words,..t6 reProduce

infOrmation encountered in textbooks or teacher presen-

iations. 6r thpy are required to learn procedures in order

to aChieve the computational accuracy:or the produCtion

effiCiency necessary to complete assignments.

'Even when comprehension tasks are used by teachers,

many students may lack the background qr the me required

to construct knowledge'schemata necessary ccomplish

'the.se tasks through comprehension.(see Bransford & Franks,

1976; Greeno, 1976; Norman,'1975 on the processes necessarY

-to achieve 'comprehension). In such cases, stddents are

likely to use memory or, a variety of idiosyncratic pro-

cedurei to accdmplisp tasks which are beyond their ability

to understand (see Gelman, 1972).

The prvalence of memory and procedulvtl tasks means

that students are likely to rely on episodic encoding of

subject matter to accomplish classrocim tasks. Under such

cirtumstancesl.r.6tudents are no,t using subject matter
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-
iniormation to _update theiy knowledge ,of the world but .

v

rather'are contextuklizing Such knowledge as separate 'from

their,own.schémata (se% Nnderson, 107; §piid, 1977)9 As

' a

was pointed out in Chapter 3,' knowledge which is stored in
f.

an k)isqdic form* cannot -be adapted flexibly to.n()Vel.

instances ar to.the..making of inferences.. Indeed, recall

for such information is dependent Upoh dongruence between

,encoding. cues and retrieval cues. From this perspective,

Duke's (1977; Duke, Muzkio, & Wagner, 1978) finding.. thaf

students had a difficult time telling an outside inter-
.

vifter w/ht Shey had leariled in a social studie course:

is understandable. The retrieval dues may.simply not have

b'een sufficient for reCall,

The central point of the present analysis is, howevel'v

that classroom tasks provide a context for learming sub-..

ject,matter. As a student gains knowledge-of classToom

tasks and how they are.accomplished, this knowledge can be

used to select. and encode academic content. In this,way,

the-macrostructure of tasks provide,a semantic context

within which memory and procedural tasks are meaningful.

1 "
.SYMPrY

Ih this'bhapter, an attempt was made to conhect the
)*

. general task model more cloSely to the concerns f teiching

effectfveness rdsearch)by examining academic titsfs in
I

classroom ,envirornnents. Academic tasks were viewed as the
4

central qeatment.mechanisms in classrooms, and the effects,

of differ'ent tasksT-memory, $rocedural, and cpmprehension--
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4

n

were-ideniified. 'When Abademic taslAre embedded in

classroom envtronments, certain transformations Of these

tiasks occur because of the evaluative climale, group

setting and materialS, and history that characterize
t^

1

thesesettings. The point is that stUdent knowl7

edge of academic dontent'is integrated into the.cognitive

reprqsentations of the tasks they adcomPlish in c1ats-
7

rooms. The macrostruqture-of AaskS provides, thereforer

the-context in which classroom ev6Ilts are meaningful.
2

n

li9

S.

>
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- Chapter 5

IMPLICATIOVS FOO RESEARCH ON EFFECTIVE TEACHING
,

The present project began asan attsmpt.to vilaborate'

morqwfully the mediating process paxidigm for research on
4

toaching effectiveness. It is necessary in this final

c410T16r5 'therefore,- to relate the model-building aspect .of

the project to central issues dn the study of effective

teachimg. The chapter.iS organized into thx:ee sections: .

In the first section, the essential features of the task

model and the advantages of this model as a treatment

theory for reserch on tewching aue summarized. ,In the<

second section, the implications of tN bask model_for.

intlrpreting available findings from research on teaching

effectiVehess are considered.' In the final section,

questions for further research are identified.

A Treatment Theory for_Researeachin

To,interpret process-product relationships it is

necessary to have a model of the cognitive processes that

congect classroom events to outcomes. In other words it

is necessary to have a treatment theory that specifieSAhe

conditions which adtivate subject In

classroom environment)... The presenct projectlias directed
%.

1.

to the construction of such,a model, using as a major

vesource.the recentit work in cogniave pysOtology. The'

model which emerged from.this analysis was based on the

fundamental concept of task. A task is a situational /

frame delfined by a ioal and the operations necessary to
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/ operatpns'designed to achieve thesedgoalS. These schemata,

'ln turn, set the stag& for monitoring classroom events and

selecting from the array 6f.environmental stimuli those

dimensions Of content and instructional promptS which are

_ .-

ac4ieve that goa17-,A fully specified model of a task

delineates theinformation-processineresponses necessary

:Ass,
.

to accomplish the task. Especially in prmal situations

such as classrooms, tasks organize and direct,experience.

As an approach to teaching effectiveness research, the

task model has at least two major advantages, -First, the

model successfully.connects featuresof the classroom

envirdpment with student information processing and out-

comes. The macrostructure of tasks provides instructions

for building,schemata that connect goals and cognitive

,10

0.

4
relevant to task accomplishment. "Pupil pursuits," in

other wordsare guided b the tasks.they encounter in

classrooms. As'tasks are accomplished, students acquire

capabil,ities that are reflected in scores on outcome

measures. Moreover, the connection between events and

outcomes'is made at"the class level rather than at the
%

16-Vel of Andividual student aptitudes or the interactive

contacts between f teacper and a student. ,That is, the

task model doesonot simply focus on how certain -individuals

arelikely to process information in classrooms or hOw

.these individuals interact with a teacher. Rativir4 the

model, directs 'attention to the class-lev061 structures that

organize and direct cognition fdr all students within a class.

I A
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'Second, the task model deals directly with content,

a diMension of classrooms which, according to recent process-.

product findingS, is.consistentfy associated.with achievement.

flowever, the task model deals with toptenmt in a way that

includes teaching variables. In other words, theie is room '

in the task model for teacher effects, the study of-t'asks

4

is not simply the study of cUrriculum effects or ,subject,

matter ef 'ects. A task defines the curriculum-in-:use and

the context within which subject matteels ekperienced,

Teachers play an important role in shaping how the curricu-
.

lum is used by the way they Structure'academic tasksAn

nassrooms.

It would seem, then, that the task model provides a

---uf,table foundation for.building a treatment,theory for

research on effective teaching. The model is certainly

incomplelte at this stage. Nonetheless, it provides a

place to begin understanding the processes that mediate

teaching effects in,classroom environments. In additiOn,

Ahe model Supplies a framework for relating' research from

4 several disciplines to the distinctive features of teaching

in classrdoms. To illustrate in part this.utility, an

attempt is made in thesfollowing sections'to apply the

model to interpreting teaching effectiveness studies and,

to.formulating questions for further inquiry.

Interpreting Teachink Iffectiveness Research

According to the task model, learning outcomes from

classroom teaching are ttle result of the tasks students



accomplish. Tapks, in other words, are the certain treat-
.

Mont units in classrooms. If a task is accomplished, there

will be effects. Furthermore if the same task is accom-

plished jn separati) settings, the effects are likely to be

similar despite differences in. process variables between

settings.

Teaching effects will differ, of course, depending on

what task is accomplished. In addition, how many students

successfully accomplish a task depends ulion the conditions

under which the task is administerpd in the classroom. For

memory and procedural tasks; gaing are likely to ocCur'for

all ability levels as resources °are maximizea, i.e.,sas

the teacher,provides' cues concerning the nature of the

- task and clear guidelines for accomplishing the task. ,Stu-

dent attitntivs toward the teacher are also likely tcl be

positive. As pace increases--i.e., RS less time.is spent

on each-segment of content or on each task--then within-

group variance is likely to increase (see Arlin & Westbury,

1976; Barr, 1974), unless the ability levp1s within'the

group are fairly uniform.' Arapid pace under heterogeneous

conditions is likely to result in gains primarily at the

top end of the distribution of ability. If this happens,

f.

mean achievement for the class is still likely to be high

(see Atkinson, 197.6). Student attitudeso'however, will

probaOly be lower than those in classrooms with a slower

pace. Comprehengion tasks are likely to be most suitable

for middle to high ability students (see Greeno,-1972).

. (
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Low to midd4e ability students will Probably attempt to

accomplish such tasks by using memory or surface algorithms

and will probably have negative attitudes. As prompts

become 'more explicit in order to increase the.potential
,

-for4task accoMplishment for lower ability students, the

task is likely to bectame a memory or procedural'task.

From this perspective, no aaching effeCts,will occur

under three conditions First, if:no task is accomplished,

then no effecks will occtir. This condition can arise if

.no task has been established in the classroom or the task

that has been established cannot be accomplished by the

students with the resources theteacher has made available.

Second, 'no effects will be obtained if the task accomplished

does not involve learning, i.e:, if the students already

know how to accomplish the ta:sk. Finally, rid effects will

be detectable if the "wrong" task is accomplished, i.e.,

if th6 operations necessary to accomplish the classroom

task are not measured.by the criterion test. :

Within the task model, teaching effects can occur _at

three levels, rirSt, teaching effects occur at the devel

of accountability. ,As indicated in Chapter 4, accountability

drives the task system in classrooms. If there is no

accountability, then there is no task, and whatever effects

' are obtained will depend upon the personal interests and

, motivations of students. Accountability is likely to,be a

very important area of teaching effects. In Good and

Grouws (1979) experiment, for instance, variables related

124
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to accountability for work Were clearly related to outcomes.

AccountabiIity,is also likely to be:closely related to the

effect veness of classroom management (see Emmer, Evertson, &

Anderson, 1980; Evertson & Andergon, 1979): Second:teaching

effects occur in the definitiom of task requirements. If

p task' requirements are not clearly'defined and maintained,

ehen outcomes will be affected. Similarly, if the task

that is deTined 'and maintained is not congruent with the

1
criterion test, then outcomes will not be detectable.

Finally, teaching effects occur as prompts-and resources

*for task accomplishment. As 1)C:tinted out in 'previous chap-

ters, effects at this level interact with the nature of the

task and the nature of 'the learners. Teacher prompts"will

have effects to the extent that they provide information'

required to accomplish tasks. If such prompts are,not

information resources students can upe to Wbcotplish tasks,

then they are likely to be ignored. To study prompts,

therefore, it is necessary'to take into account the task.

environment.

In this context, teaiching behaviors are viewed as

task maintenance.varial?les rather than as motivators or

reinforcers. As task .maintenance variables, teactling

behavior cannot be interpreted outside the framework of.4
the taskS within which they occur,. .If proCess variableS

. .

are aggripgated,acrosii,claskOs.in.whictAdffernt t#sks

were operatihkr(aswas often "done in early studies of

tegc,h,1,ng etfectiveness)., -then few clear. process-product

".
.6 If . . I
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rekgtionships will be found and those thitt are found will

be difficult to interpret accuiately.

Results in the teaching effectiveness field would

seem to suppo'rt this argument. .In many recent Atudies the

focus has been on basic skills in the,early elementary

grades. In such contexts, tasks are likely to be clearly

defined and uniform across classes. The process-product

findings from such studies have been clear and replicable

(see Brophy, 1979; Good, 1979;. Rosenshine, 1976, 1979).

The results of the Texas Junior7High SOhool Study are

especially instrUctive in this regard (Evertson, Anderson

'Brophy, 1978). In the math data, where task conditions

- appear .to ave been more uniform, the results were internally

consistent and clear. .In the English da.tal where the con-

tent label was probably less descriptive of learning tasks,

the results were less'consistent and less interpretäblè.

Pooling process data across taskS, thpn, is likely to

mask process-priOuct relationshipb. In addition, this

practice is likely to lead to false interpretation's. Dif-

ferences between classrooms that are attributable to tasks

4 #

are likely to be attributed to teaching variables. Thus,

teaching practices that are in fact effective for a par-

ticular task wAll be labeled ineffective because they are

nAassociated with gains for another task. Tollocate
Y.+

teaching effects it.is necetsary to hold taSk variable&

constant. Moreover, impr9ving instruction in some situatiops

may involve changing tasks to cofform to expected otacomes

rather than simply changing teacding practices.
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'The task model would seem to be a useful frame ork
,

to,account tor specific results (if recentiprocesS-py uct
,

st4dies. In direct instruction, for examples, task require-

mentS are likely to be Clear,laccountability high,,and

C.

..-treatment effects uniform across the group. It is rea-
v

sonable to expect gains under such conditions, kspecially

for memory and procedural tasks whioh depend'upon directed,

practice for tifeir effects. A's indicated in previous

chapters, however,-Auestions can be raised about the

durabilittr,.and transferability of effects achieved under

direct'ins.truction. Performance may be highly dependent

upon the strong prompts available in direct instrUction
%

classrboMs. 'High structured teaching might prodUce,
Cl

other words, a. "heart pacer effect" ih whi,dh 1:,rformance

is sustained by the instructionarsystem rather than by

the learner.,YThis possibility, calls attenti;n tO the needt

to examinethe nature 'of teaching effects and tiieir longn

r.

terth consequences.

In individualized or open.structure classrooms, ,.

-

management is likely,:to be difficult and accountability

hard to maintain for all students. The possif]iiity is

itigh, therefore, that some students wil) slip through the

tasks 'system in such classrooms by having other students
,/

do-the work or by otherwise avoiding accourilability. This

possibility merits atention since it might explain the

Aindings which indicate that achievement is lower in

/I.
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Y .

individualized and inforta1 clapsQs*(see Be netf, 1976;

Brophy, 1979;,Rosenshine, 1976, 1979).' N

Finally, the effects foi types of qUestions might'

eventually be explained in terms of task variables.(se;

Gall et al., 19781 Program on Teaching Effectiveness, 1976).

3

'Lower cognitive questions may simply signify more,specific.

accountability than the, more generaj'and indeterminant

higher cognitAve questions.! If so, such questiOns would
.e,

activate more specific- and thorough processing of subject:

4

N

4,

matter. In this case, outcomes would be attrib'utable to

accountability rather'than to. direct treatment effects of

the questions.

.The task model would Seem, then, to be a useful tool

fox 'interpreting the results o; teaching effectiveness

lesearCh and a framework tor examining some of the trouble-

some qtestions Ahat have arisen in the:lield. Indeed, the

:taSk.:,modelwould seem to have captured one of the central

elementS.that structures experience in classroom environ-

ments. Auctil-the model becomes an imliortant tool for

.anystudy of, classroom 'processes.

-..Queseions for Further Research .

'The final section of the report focuses on questions'

'for.further research that ilbw frqm the task model of how,
I

Acaching
effects occur in classroom environments. The

..diScussion bf these questions is divided into lour, broad

areas.

128.
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First, fhere is a critiCal heed for more rese rch On

what tasks are used in clas6rooms. In the pregentproject

-an attempt was made to map classroom.tasks with-the avail-

able evidence. In many instances this evidence 'was pre-
.

cariously thin,. More,descriritions of the nature of

classroom tasks an'd how tney are scheduled throughout the

( 4

year wouldcprovide a better foUndation for understanding

how teaching .effects .occur in classrooms,

These deScriptions should include attention to the

process va ables asSociated with different types.of class7(4

room tas s. Tlior example,,process'questions:may be more

appropriate.for comprehenSion rafher than' memory or pro-

cedural tasks. Certainly the 'match between claSsroom

%

processes and task characteristics is likely to be imper-

fect. Nevertheless, it would, be helpful to knowAnore about

v. the'process variables that are associated with different

types of-.classroom task6.in order to interpret process-
,.

product findings more.accurately.

4Second, there is a need i6r, research on how,the ta-sk

system is realized in classroom environments. .;Such

research should fOcus on the way tasltS'are established and
,

maintained anii.how tasks are.adjusted to meet the many

contingencies of life in classrooms.- It,.Is certainly
.

reVsonabIe to expect that different tasks 'require very

different configuratiOnS'of classroom manageMent. Until
4

more is known about tshese configurations, it will be'

difficult to understand how conditions associated with

/
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effectivp teaching are brought, into being in'claSsrooms.

Such an understanding is deSsential lf the findings of

teaChingeffectiveness research are ,to be put lnto praatice.

Third, there is a Oeed for more research'vn the task-
s;

relevant schemata of teachers and students. .From a student

peAzspectivel task schemata are the primary mediators of

teaching effeéts. For some studemtsi the problems of

learning from classrooms may originate ln their-under-

standing/of the cla,ssroom system. The more that is known

about how children understand classroomS the greater the

possibility of heiPing studena to be more effective

learners0 rom a teacher perspeCtive, the'. tasks which aVe

estat;lished A classrooms.are the primary means of infiu-

4

encing student hfievement. It is important, therefore,

tb know more abo t how teachers think about academic tasks

and,hoW task varia les play art in teacher planninkand

deéision making. Ce tainly a sigitificant part of learning

#

to be a teacher involve tranOlating.knowledge of subjeCt
.

matter:into tasks that ca be acComplished by students in

classroom erivironments.

,

Finally, more attention ne s t be given to the qua).-
4

itativ.e, rattly_than simply quant t

\
ve, dimensions of

outcomes4 More needs to,be Jcpown,

,e

learned in classrooms rather than simpl

t is, kbout what is

how much 'is

. .

learned. Indeed, most of the arguments a out curriculum

.reform center aroun6 differences in the qua ty of learning

ptlitcomes. This focUs on quality is especially important in

t

0.
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view 0.the recent studies which.indicate.that s'tudent
'

.can successfully aecompliph classroom tasks with very
r

.

(

. little understanding of the academic content which they
.

are supposed.to be learning (see Erlwanger, 1975).
\

i

. .

Conclusion
,

'In sum, thp present.project was an attempt Ao.pugh

the,mediating process paradigm aa far as it would to to
a

4

see what light it casts on teathing effectiveness research.

One outcome.of this AtteMpt was the realization that

mediational modpls are inherently problematic. Certainly

,such models .seem to.have no end point:- 'Mediators at one
40

level can be.explainedfby mediators At a "deeper" level.-

In'addition, it is easy Ao assume.too much about.the

r61ationOip between teaching variables and student

4 variables in classroomg. Student.behavior has many dauies
.

that are independent,of specific tealliar behaviors and the

connections.between teacher variables and.student va

May often be indirect. Finally, mediational thinking

bles

readily falls into a presumption of aptitude-treatment

interactio460 . This is an attractive and, indeed, wide-
.

spread mediational framework, especially since it offers

té pnomise of being able to design learning envirOnments

that are more prodUctive.fox more people. Nevertheless,

such nteractions are difficult..to interpret without.an

.unders. Ang of'hoW treatment effects occur in a complex

environment such as a classroom. Moreoyer, it ig naive
/it
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.

to assume that classrooms are easy to charige.oethat any

change will fiave intended consklunces. There is no

substitut:e'for understanding.hoW'classroom envikonments,

I

Weisser (1976) has. obsepved: IIno cliangecan

have 'controlling,' or predictable,\yesults unless the
. ,

releyant sector pf the world is well understood" ( 183 ).

e

,

I.
,
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